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Goosed
Outdoors columnist Landon
Guilday explores ·goose
hunting and the unique
characteristics of Laq Qui
Parle.
Page 9
Bush vs. Clinton vs . Perot
The last presidential debate
took place Monday and
featured a heated exchange
Page 12 with Bush and Perot. Page 3
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Forum produces few spectators
by Dan Nienaber
Staff writer

get SCS students registered lO vote,
get them out to vote on Nov. 3, and
have them make an infonned decision

1m election. They've also recruited
MTV's 'Rock the Vote' lO help get
srudents 10 the polls in November. An

An &Uempt by Campus Vole '92 to
bring SCS students face 10 face with
area candidates fell Oat due to a lack

when they're at the polls, said Chad
Roggeman. Campus Vote '92 cochainnan.

attempt to achieve the third goal,
informing students, was not as
successful.
candidates running for the

Paul llktdlHINdtlpholO editOt

SCS sophomore Doug Beck, aviation major, adjusts his goggles before going undarwatar Wednesday
as pai, of a scube.dlvlng class

Wellstone, democrats
rally behirid theme of change, education
.
.

U.S. sen. Paul
Wellstone, oMlnn., spoke
Tuesday In
Atwood
Memorial

Center·s
Voyageur
Room as the
featured
speaker at the
Bll~etlnton-AI
~a rally.
pholo by Paull
Mlddlestaedt)

Briefs -

3

Commentary -

4

Opinions -

by Tracey Kelly
Staff writer

With just two weeks lcfi to election day,
Democratic candidales mid suppone,s rallied
a crowd~SCS students and faculty on
campus
y.
The eve , co-sponsored by the More
Choice Campaign, featured several local
Democratic candidates as well as actress Tess
Harper and u."s. Sen. P~ul WcllstonC, DMinn.
Jim Pchlor, acquisitions librarian or
Learning Resource Services, introduced
Wellstone as the first breath or fresh air lhe
Senate has had in a long lime. Wellstone

5

Sports - 7

spoke or the need to elect a new presidenL
"We give him two more w«ks, and .he's out."
Wellstone said or President Bush.
His speech was reminiscent or lhc days or
the green bus, when Wellstone talked
grassroots politics. Stressing education,
bealth care and the economy, he rompared the
present time to the transitional period afte, the
Great Depression, when the social movement
began. " I speak or history. in the past and
history in the present"
Well stone said he was confident that
Clinton and Gore could--make dramatic ,
positive changes regarding lililtbud~t deficit

Diversions -11

see Rally/Page 2
Classifieds -

15

)
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Halloween Homecoming
emphasizes SCS pride

Education, SCS funding issues 1roo,Page1

and heallh care. ''Fmally, we have a chance (IO
create) affordable, dignified health care
coverage fOl' every citizen of the United Swes...
he said. He Jalked of health care for university
students of all ages.
"Students aren't all 18 and living in the donns
anymore," lie said.

to get the state and federal deficit under conttol.

Actress Tess Harper invigorated the crowd
with talk of active participation in the political

process. She was vocal in her support fa AIDS

research and criticized Bush for not being more
verbal about the AIDS crisis. Her support for
Clinton stems from the progressive changes in
Education was a focus for all lhc speakers, health care he has made in her home state of
and coocen? for higher cducalion at SCS topped Alkan~. she said.
Although the crowd was primarily receptive
Ille list Joe Opatz, candidale for Ille district 16A
House seat and Atwood Memorial Center to the ~ers, there were overtones of dissent.
director, promlscd to be a strong presence for Abonion pro-choice supp(?rters held up signs
SCS in lhe House. SCS is one of the lowest- urging Peterson to vote i,fo-choice, and at least
funded universities in the country,'according to one person questioned Harper's pro-choice and
'
Opatz. who said he would auempt 10 stop budget anti-Bush stance.
Students at the rally seemed en thusiastic ,
cuts affecting SCS.
Lori Nelson, candidate for the district 16C though several agreed it was difficult to get any
House seat, also spoke of a commitment 10 in-depth information about the candidates'
education. and promised to oppose a bill views in the short time they were able to speak.
Alicia Volk.muth, SCS sophmore, said she
introduced to Congress to double state
universities' tuition . She also questioned thought the rally covered imporWlt issues, but
Republican contender Joanne Benson's place in would have liked more discussion of child care.
Pete Nelson, SCS senior, qoostioncd the facts
the states' appropriation for SCS' library
funding ...That bill was not one of her behind Tess Harper's information about Bush's
AIDS' research funding. "I thought that the
initiatives,.. she said.
Collin Peterson, 7th Congressional district speakers relied on swaying emotion more than
incwnbent. reiterated the need for quality higher the facts," he said. "Wellstone's a good
education and non-discriminatory budget costs demagogue."

/

by George severson
News edilor
The theme for this )'ear 's SCS Homecoming Weck celebration
coincides with the annual obscrvanc:e of Halloween.
.
"Don't Hide Your SCSU Pride" is the theme of thts year's
homecoming celebration which begins tomorrow and continues
through next week..
Severa] traditional activities and many new events arc scheduled
as part of the week- long celebration.
.
The following is a schedule of several SCS Homecoming Weck
1992 highlight events.
Sunday: The Akasha Dance Company will perfonn at 8 p.m. in
Stewart Hall Auditcrium. Tickets are free with an SCS l.D.• $6 for
the public, and S3 for seniors, children and non-SCS students.
.
Monday: Homecoming coronation is scheduled for 8 p.m. m
Stewart Hall Auditorium. Bob Fellows will pcrfonn mind magic
preceding the crowning of this year's royalty. Dance Brigade and
Friends will perform "On the Edge of the World/Goodbye
Columbus" at 7 p.m·. in Atwood Center Ballroom.
Tuesday: "Womb For Rent: A Prochoice Comedy" will be
performed by the Sleeveless Theatre ttoupe at 8 p.m. in Stewart Hall
Auditorium.
Wednesday: A debate on gun conttol is scheduled for 8 p.m. in
Stewart Hall Auditorium. Debaters will be Tony Bouza, former
Minneapolis police chi.cf, and Jim Fotis, executive director of the
Law Enforcement Alliance of America
Thursday: The grand opening of the Quarry, the on-campus
nightclub, is scheduled from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. The Quarry is located
in Atwood. 1bc event will feature free non-alcoholic beveragC§ and
a lipsync contest The event is free to SCS students with a valid l.D.
and SI for guests of students. All guests must have proof of age (18
or older).
\
Saturday: The homecoming parade and 5- and 10-kil0meter
walk/run will begin at 10:30 a.m .. The parade route will be
approximately two miles long, beginning at O-Lot and ending at
Selke Field. The SCS Husky football team will fac:e the University
of South Dakota at 1 p.m. at Selke Field. The Husky hockey team
will face the University of Denver at 8:05 p.m. at the National
Hockey Center.
The homecoming week celebration ends with a masquerade ball
starting at 9 p.m. at the SL Cloud Civic Center.
Tickecs are required and are available at the UPB office, Room
222D in Atwood Center, and at the front desk in Atwood.

\

Troy VothelVstaff~ographer

Students IIS1ened as U.S. sen. Paul WellS1one, D-Mlnn., spoke at a Clinton-Gore
rally ~ SCS Tuesday.
( _

_;

Self-education Living as a lesbian
key to voting,
Discrimination occurs in numerous situations
we were afraid of getting beat up.
sexual orientation at work, a member said.
by Joel Myhre
.professor says. Staff
"It is a problem, because you can't share
writer
by Brian Perry
Staff writer

Media coverage of political
campaigns .often can overwhelm
voters' understanding of
candidates' •
positions,
personalities and goals.
To improve understanding,
· Catherine PalCZCwski, SSSistant
professor
of
speech
communication at St. John's
UniVersity,
presented
"Analyzing Candidates and
Their Positions," Wednesday as
part of SCS' ''Women on
Wednesday" series. The showand-tcll
speech
mixed
Palczewski 's commentary with
pbl~tical. IClcvision ads from the
1988 prcside~lcction.
"Pcopic ha.to learn to
become critical voters ,"
Palczewski said. "You can read

\

~

See Voter::.'Page 6

Renting apanments
Discrimination is a problem for all
minorities. Unfortunately, discrimination
toward the lesbian community is not only
l;irgely unrecognized, but also is not
. proteelCd by law.
"We're first regarded as sexual beings
and as human beings last,':' said a membet
of the Central Minnesota Lesbian Center.
For safety reasons, all sources in this story
wished to remain anonymous.
In addition IO being Ille wget of jokes
and comments, some lesbians have been
denied apartment rental, forced to leave
bars and fired from work, a member said.

Lesbians also have been refused
apanment rental in the St. Cloud area, a
member of the audiem;c said. ''They are
never going to blatantly say, 'You arc
lesbian, so we won't rent to you.' They
come up wilh all sorts of inncucndos, such
as by saying they will only rent to
families."
Although SL Cloud ordinances prohibit
refusal to rent to miOQritics, laws ~nst
refusing rental to lcsb~ do not exist. a
mem~said.

~o,1);
At work

In Social SHuatlons
Lesbians also face discrimination in the
At the CMLC meeting Tuesday night, workplace. Members at the meeting spoke
one panel member told a story of bei9g--of lesbian friends who were fired or denied
hanwed at a bar. "When my brother and l promotions when their employers found
went into a bar, some guys started maki1ig out about their sexual orientation.
comfflents like, 'Which one is the guy?' I Emplotcrs will give other reasons for lhc
could take that, but when they started firing~ a member said.
throwing lit cigareuc ~us ai us, I started
BecausC of these potential problems,
u, gel cooccmed. We finally left because many of the members will not tell of their

personal aspects o~ our lives with other
employees."

\/2.J

on the S1reets
~ians arc al.ways in danger of rape or
assault if their sexual orientation ~
known, a member siid. "People need to
not give names and point fingers, because
it could be a matter of life or death."

1n·the communtty
Although some religious leaders
support the lesbian community, Qthers will
not beca·use they are afraid the lesbian
communily will try to recruit young
people, a member said.
Despite the problems, members said
they hope education about lesbian issues ( [
will help clear some of the mythS and ✓~
misunderstandings about lesbianism.
"We're part of society. We'r.e major
contributers, and deserve to be respected in
thatr•gard."

IBRIBFs

, · ·~ Ilk

Candidates meet in last debate

, Errors found)n advising - ,+
permits, SCS fall schedule
Registration dates- and tim,/s may be hKomct on

by Nancy Coughlin
Assistant news editor

sop SCS sludenls' advisinj! ~ - per!!liL ,
Studerils should consult the winter ~

With two weeks remaining
until the presidential election.
the candidates duked it out in
lhe lhird and final debale in East
Lansing, Mich,, Monday,
President George Bush

, claM

schedule for co~ limes, and coruiwt their major
advile<

,,

.,

Daie,; and times In the 9d1ed:ii., are.co~ except
-N~v- 11 at 1 p,m, ~tudenls with 17, 18,, 19 and 20
credits may register at thls ttme,
, ,_,
'

PaneUo~dlscuss media and_
candidates' performance
,
1
'

Media professionals, schola~s and crit!cs will ·
candidate and media success at addressjng
pressing i~es fJ'<!ffl 7:30 to 9 p,m,, Oct: 27 In the

~

Atwood Memorial Center Glacier-Room,

Scheduled p&llelists for .,Media Coverage p,f
Campaign Issues" include Joe Rigert, Minno,polis
Star Tribune; Gary Gi1sm, executive ~irector, ,...,
. Minnesota News Council; Marsha Shoemaker, 5.t.
Clow/ Tun,s; Fred ,De Samlajaro, KTCA TV, PBS, The
event will be moderated by Amde-Michael Habte,
chairinan,
SCS
Depaitm~nt of
Mass
Cofflmunications. ·

UniversityCHRONIUE

..,

The disctlssion is sponsored by the Q-7
Democracy Proiolct and the
-SCS Departme_nt of Mass Comm~nications.
Responsible Otiz.en in a

Orchestra-tp perform gala
;: c;>P.en_
ln.._9,~5?'0~~'1,..§~11,Jr.~~y
The St, Cloud Sympliony Orchestra's gala openi~g
concert will be performed at 7 p,m,, Satun1ay·at the
.Benedicta Ans Center,,St. Joseph,
,
,
Christopher Weldon will perform Brahms-Piano
Concerto No, 1 In D Mil!()r, The orchestra will play
, ' Tchaikovsky Symphony No, 4 In F Minor under l)>e

escalated his character
assassination or Arkansas Gov.
Bill Clinton. Bush accused
Clinton of following an
indecisive pattern in hi s
decision- making. He s3id
Clinton tried to appease all sides
of an issue, and that made for
bad government
Bush criticized Clinton for
changing his mind on the North
American
Free
Trade
Agreement, and said it was
contradictory for Clinton to
support automakers and then to
rally environmentalists with a
proposal to increase fuel
efficiency standarm. "You can't
have it both ways," Bush said.
He said this "pattern" was
prevalent throughout Clinton's
campaign.
Bush
again

questioned whether Clinton had proposal would backfire dn the
the character strength to be American people. "When you
president
hear tax the rich Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton defende.d his practice America, watch your wallet,"
of examining all sides of an Bush said. "We do not want lO
issue. "I believe we can make it go back lO the past when we had
better," he said. Bush tends to a democratic president and a
take only one side on each issue spend-thrift Congress."
and not look at all the
Clinton defended his record
possibilities, he added . He in Arkansas. ..The difference is
accused Bush of following the Arkansas is going in the right
same lop.sided pattern that he direction and thi s country is
criticized. "He said trick.le--down going in the wrong direction,"
economics was voo doo Clinton said.
economics. Now he's its big
"We've got to get this country
supporter." Clinton raked Bush growing again," Clinton said.
for not following the people's He accused
the
Bush
wishes to lce.ep charactct issues administration of high spending,
out of the debate." I can't and sa id the democratic
believe the Pres ident is st ill Congress spent les.s money than
trying to make trust an issue . the executive branch asked.
This election ought lO be about "Economic growth is the key lO
the American people."
this country."
Bush criticized Clinton's
"What we need is financial
economic agenda, and his plan reform," Bush said. Government
to increase taxes for the rich. WOuld benefit if the president
"He would do for the United were given some of the powers
States what he did for Clinton knew as governor.
Arkansas," he said. "We do not Specifically the line-item veto,
want to be the lowest of the
low." Bush said Clinton's tax
See Debate/Page 6

Run

, direction of Lawreii.ce Eckerling.

Tukets may be pun:hased at Al's Music, Schmitt
.. · MJ'sic, ~edicta Arts ~ter and at ~ -door.

Freshman sexual-assauit
!:Otirse attei;rdance sagging
- Appro_ximalely 65 SCS freshmen .have !'01 signed
up 'for SCS' required freshman sexual assault
training, •

~-

', ' ,

,

,

•

• All new entering freshmen who are enrolled in ·

ntn'e of more· credits must attend the- two-hour
worksh0p .. Students who.fail to co~p)ete this
training will oot be allowed to register for winter
,-,,··
-OW- pwpo9e with this program is oot t o - ~ t
students from register:i!lg, but th~ve got to take
this," said Lee, LaDue, SCS sexual violence
prevention -coordinator. To register /or training call
lhe scs Women's Center, 255-4958,
,

For
Office•_,
od\

.

Student Government
applications for college seats
are c;iue at 4 p.m. on Friday,
~Oct. 30. No exceptions!
Turn in to:
University Organizations
Atwood Memorial Center 222H -

F,iday Oc<ob a , 23 , 1992

EDITORIAL BOARD:
MICHAEL ATHENS
AMY BECKER
JIM
BOYLE
TIM YOTTER

Editorials
Rah, rah, rah

Questions on che~r
team funding linger,
OK, it wasn't six hours.

University Chronicle has =eived calls to set the
n:cord straight about how long Student Government
discussed the cheer team funding issue Oct. 15. As
opposed to the six hours stated in the editorial, actual
estimates set it at about one hour.
While University Chronicle regrets this factual error, it
· stands by the statement that Student Government should
focus on its own philosophy before another debate keeps
members in Atwood Center until the wee hours.

With limited n:sources and potentially unlimited
requests from mon: than 200 n:cognized studeni
organizations on campus, how does Student Government
chose who to fund? Is it first-<:ome, first-funded? Can
every campus organization whose members spend time
in the cold get coats or sweaters?

University Chronicle n:poners would be better off if
they had nice warm coats to wear while covering winter
athletic events. Why couldn't the paper request them?
Student Government is supporting a disconccning

Fumed public loses sight of freedoms
by Jim Boyle, Assistant managing editor
Although nearly three
weeks have passed since
Sincad O'Conner made her
appearance on "Saturday
Night Live," you can still
hear the buzz from those

outraged by her actions that
were broadcast across the
entire counuy.

pn:cedent by approving $1 ,800 for the cheer team's
warm clothes. But again, feelings an: divided. Rachelle
Andel, cheer team member, said "I do feel it was a
/
legitimate request. I think we do a lot for the athletic

If you happened to miss
what transpired, here's what

department 311d SCS students. 1be controversy over

the song "War," which was

whether we deserved the uniforms was upsetting to me
due to the fact dance team seems to get new unifonns

n:gularly."
" I can see the misconception about whether Student
Government or the athletic depanment should suppon
us," Aqdel added. "I feel the athletic depanment should
suppon us. What we do benefits their players."

'~While most of the p11blic can decipher
the need for freedom of speech when it
comes to government, it terids to lose
sight of it when the subject turns to
religion. "

happened. After performing
originally done by the late
Bob Marley, she raised up a
picture of Pope John Paul II
and proceeded to rip the
photo up.
After doing so, she asked
the audience to "fight the n:aI
enemy."
While the act silenced the
vast majority of the audience,
NBC and the_NBC affiliate's
phone lines immediately
began to ring and continued
to ring for days with angen:d
callers.

a guest on "Saturday Night
\J,.ive" because comedian

\

) Andrew Dice Clay was the
host of the show.

While these occasions
sparked interest.they didn't
get America quite as aroused
as it is this time.

The reason is simple.
Americans will ~ pJX)n
freedom of speech ~ it 7
contradicts another strong{y
held belief.
And for the thousands
who phoned in complaints
and lhe thousands more who
fired sharp criticism·toward

O'Connor managed to do
Vfhat she has done many )
times befo~.expn:ssed
her views
in the heans o

ck a chord

any.

O'Conner, many· beliefs were
contradicted.
While most of the public
can decipher the.need for
fn:edom of speech when it
comes to government, it
tends to lose sight of it when
the subject turns to religion.

Past occasions have
included boycotting the
Grammy Awards to protest
materialism in the music
Religious beliefs an: the
industry, refusing to allow
strongest beliefs many
the "Star-Spangled .Banner"
people have. And fortunately
ID be performed at one of her
concerts and declining to be .those beliefs an: protected in

the U.S.

/

Rights are not given to

those who would like to
infringe those beliefs; and by
the same token they arc
given to those who like to
infringe on the fn:edom of
speech.
O'CoflOer's stunt, no matter
how much someone may

have opposed it, did not
invade anyone's religious
fn:edom.
Had it been a l1!lOIO of
Saddam Hussein, the reaction
would have been very

different. But the act would
have been the same.
O'Conner simply attempted
to spark dialogue on what
she perceives to be a
problem.
~
;people quickly
extinguished that chan<;e by
their n:a,ctioa
I I_,,.--,\
They should just n:member
that unless the fn:edom's of
all are protected, no one's
fn:edom is protecJC(I.'

•H.zffii&•M\•1~••1
Friday Oc1obe r 23 , 1992

Opinions on thh page do not ncccuarily reflect 1hosc of University Chronicle

PINIONS
Jesus no torturer; More choice best choice
Personals wrong
I am a Christian, but I am
not a satanisc ,Ir you honestly
read the Bible you will notice
that Jesus never tortured any
hwnan being. Jesus chastised
hwnans who were at fault, and
praised love and wisdom, but
He never tortured them.

read the Bible, or if bl!lshe did
then his,tier interpretation is
grossly inaccurate and
,
despicably unjust toward Jesus.
Jesus did not torture anyone,
but He, Himself, was tortured
by others who were morally
corrupt

Yet there is a person who
wrote in lhe Personals column
of last week's Chronicle that,
and I quote, 'The infini1e,
burning, screaming torture of
human beings by lhe biblical
Jesus is an infinitely bad moral

Jesus allowed Himself to be
killed on a bloody cross to
show us shallow hwnan beings
that God would do luly1hing to
get our attention. And since
humans seem to be so
preoccupied with gore and

. example..."

bloodshed (note the number of
murder movies on television),
Jesus's death did just that

Whoever wrote this

Two years ago, I had to face a difficult decision.
I was nineteen, alone in a new town, and sitting at
Binhright waiting for the results of my pregnancy
test For a month I had been tryillg to convince
myself that I only had the flu. But it was time to
face the other possibility. After all, the flu only
lasts so long. After a few minutes, the woman
came back in the room and told me the test was
positive. For a minute, I was confused. Positive?
That's good, right? You mean I'm not pregnant?
But that's not what it meant
Over the next few weeks I had a difficult
decision to make. I didn't know where to tum.
There were l.hree options. That was the only thing
I knew for sure.
On Nov. 3, we will all have to make a decision
concerning this very same issue. In the
presidential race we do have a choice. One
candidale who is pro-<:hoicc, and the other is prolife.
However, in many of our local races, our
options are not so open. Today, I received a flyer

at the Clinton-Gore rally. This flyer gave me
another option. It suggests that if a pro-<:hoice
candidate isn't available to vote for, lhcn we

should simply write in MORE CHOICE.
Unfortunately, in this election, it seems to be the
only way voices can be heard. If the candidates
cannot give me the right to my own body, then I
cannot give them my vote. So I will write in
MORE CHOICE.
Before I go to bed tonight, I will go in and cover
upmy little boy so he doesn't get a cokl in lhe
middle of the night He's almost eighteen mOOths
old now. When I look at him , I know 1 made the
right choice. But most of all, I'm thankful that I
made the choice. My body. My choice. My
freedom.
Cast your vote for freedom. Vote MORE
CHOICE.

Melissa M. Weldon
senior, English

slatement (he or she never
signed his or her name) used
that as a premise 10 further
conclude logically that Jesus is
infinitely evil and that
Christians are satanists.

He got our attention enough
to say that God is Love, and
God loves us so much that He

would lay down His life for us.
God is Love.

It is learned in Philosophy
Now isn't this a better
,101 ,,however, that if the
· interpretation of Jesus' biblical
premise statement is incorrect,
actions than the above satanism
then any conclusions, no matter approach?
how logical, will also be
incorrect. This is a perfect
Randy A. Schatz
example of an incorrect
Sauk Rapids, MN
premise leading to incorrect
conclusions.

/

,__Th_i_
s pe
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DFL wants students' help
The election is getting very close.

Rational Qlf)Verning takes Ume
J would like to respond to the

editorial in Oct 20 edition of the
Chronicle, which states that
Student Gov~nt spem "six
hows ...haggling over a St ,800
request for lhe Cheer Team.

I want to bring to the attention of St . Cloud State students the
opportunity to participate in the campaign.

I personally agree with the
author's contention that swdent
Students are oeeded to help at the DFL headquaners on 411 E. St
government should emphasize
Germain St, SL Cloud, Minn. The telephone number is 656-5215. ac.ademic pursuits in their
allocation of funds; however, the
Please come on over, thank you.
statement that six ho~ were
spent on aSl,800 request is a
Dennis Dunphy gross factual error and a
St. Cloud, MN misrepresentation of Student
Government

'

University C~ronlcle letters po!l~yU""""'7 C,,,.,,_ edilorial boan1 ~ readers to
dffer•lllelr opal!Ju farpodlllcadoit. ~ and essays must

Cll!'llla•~--~
............ ...-0 ...
..,.,_--.1119illaald1,o,.,~-200-

.................. _ , wlldl lliould bo ..,..ulod

.catllolelier. • _.. .............. tbr~and
lei,atb. TIiey may l,o llllmlliod M die Ulllwnlty Cllrolllck
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It is obvious thaJ. the author
did not attend the meeting in

question, and is criticizing from
a position of .ignorance. r~ of
all,theentire~
- · took.six
hours, and, as yone who
attended this
· g is aware, a
good deal of ti e was consumed
by Steve·CarsweU and Frank
Viggiano, the state chair and
executive director respectively
of MSUSA, who SJX)ke on issues
totally unrelated to the Cheer

Team.

Second. the Cheer Team
~uest was not for ~1,800; this

--1igure represents a compromise
hammere.d out in approximately
45 minutes of heated debate and
fi~ discussion . While I do not
personally agree with the
outcome, I greatly respect the
ideas and arguments of those
senators who hold differing
opinions, and I will unceasingly
support their right to voice their
opinions.
\ ,.

Pimion ran high on~ ~.
but in the final analysis, I am
satisfied that democracy

prev~ed. To C<>r¥1emn this
~ is to promote hurried
consideration of issues Which we
were elected to c.onsider with
reason and care. Reason and
care cannot be rationed by a
timepiece.

anxious to see us address;
improvement of library
resources,~ to computers
and higher education lobbying.
In fact, another portion of the
"six hours.. was spent in
discussing and passing lhe
International Students
Resolution, which is a fonn of
higher educ.ation lobbying.
Fifth, if the author is truly
concerned about these issues,
Student Government provides
two Open Galleries per m~ting,
during which any issues or
concern may be raised. I
encourage the author to come
and speak, and promise that we
will consider anything the author
has to say as carefully as we
considcr<d the Oleer Team

request.
Third, the athle;tic deparunent

Finally, if this response should
will never agree to fund the
Cheer Team without prodding; a · prove inadequate, please coµcact
substantial pcrtion of the alleged me or leave a message at Student
Government's Atwood offiCC. I
six hours-was spent discussing
have
to say.
ways to do exactly that

more

Fourth, individual student
senators are addres.gng ·a
multiplicity of issues other than
the Oleer Team, including the
very issllCS the author is so

(I PhlUlp E. Briner
'Student Senator
junior, Political Science ·

)
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Debate:

Perot presses Bush on Gulf War

he said.
Independent candidate Ross

Perot said Bush's and Clinton's
economic policies wouldn't
work. "We're still evading the
issue," he said. "I'm still focused
on the gridlock." Perot

questioned Why the United
Sta~ has the highest production
tale and lhe largest trade deficit
"The government is breaking

businesses' legs with trade
agreements.•
Perot provided comic relief
and intervention to &he debate. as
he struggled to obtain equal
time. Perot accused the Bush

administration of covering up

shady details of Operations
Desert Storm and Shield. He

from Page 3
true," he said.
8\lsh asked the American
people know the truth about public to support his lagging
United States re lation s with campaign, and pledged to bring
Saddam Hu ssein prior 10 the reform across the board. Clinton
Bush 's
Gulf Wu. Perot said the United praised
States coddled Hussein during accomplishments, but said the '
lhc Iran-Iraq war, and in effect nation needed a change. "We can
created a monster."Wc told him do much better if we have the
he could take the NonllCm part courage to change."
Perot offered to spend up 10
of Kuwait." Perot said. "When
he took everything, we went $60 million out of his own
pocket for his campaign. "You
nuts."
"That's absolutely absurd," bet your hat we can win because
Bush responded. Bush pid hi s we will be in there together. I
administration did nothing to want you to have the American
cover up relations with Hussein, Dream. I'm doing this for you
and defended his record in the because I love you."
Gulf War.
..I cannot let that stand. It isn't

asked Bush to "lay the papers on
lhe table" and let the American

r

Someone at SCS
created this ad.
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Voters from Page 2
a campaign like a book. IC we, as voters, pay attention to the
interrela tion of ads, speeches and debates , we'll find that
everything composes a coherent story ._" _S_he said the
informal.ion-gathering must be done by each md.iv1dual because
the stories the media provides arc not always the whole truth.
Palczewsk.i's solution was education. People must educate
themselves about the political process and resea~ch the
candidates. One shortcut to self-education is to join a politically
active group to have a greater amount of resources with which
to make decisions, she said.
People can also call the \btcr"s Re,can:h Hotline, 1-800-7866885, for infonnation about representatives' voting records,
biographies and issue positions, she said.
Voters must cry to understand all the different interests
involved in a political campaign, Palczewski said. Pc:<>Ple want
to know what the candidates' stances are; the media arc
interested in high ratings, and the candidates arc interested in
getting elected, she said.

I I I I! I \I I '\ I
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If you think you
could have done a
better job, then we
need you!
University
Chronicle is looking
for a dedicated person
to be an advertising
representative.
Responsibilities
include:
•creating ads
•communicating
with clients
•writing contracts

If interested, call

Jenny at 255-3943
Greeks and Clubs
R~ a cool $1,000 ln

Just one week! Plus Sl ,000 for
the member who calls! No
obligation. No oost.

Call 1-M0-932,0528, ext. 65

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS

EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
.
THROUGH RE~'n

T

hink about supporti ng yourself for
twenty-live, thirty yea rs or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately,
you have one valuable asset in your
favor. lime.
lime to take advant age of tax-~eferral.
lime for your money t~row.
But starting early is~:Y· Consider thi s:
if you begin saving just:J100 a month at
age thirty, you can accu mulate $192.~39•
by the time you reach age sixty-live.
Wait ten years and you'd need to se t aside
,,-SS1-27 a month to reach the same goal.

~

~
-

At TIAA-CREF, we not onl,Yunder'stand the valu e of starting early, we
can help make it possible-with flexible
retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
cho ices, an<l a record of pe rsonal
service.that spans 7:,years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
Ameri ca's largest retirement system.
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
today and learn how si mple it is to put
yourself thro ugh retirement wh~nyou
have time and TIAA-CREF on Y, . ur side.

Stllrt pt.nni"IJ Y""" fatNn. C.U our EnroUmnst Hotline 1 800 842-2881/ J

Ensuring the future
-for those who shape it:"

.

-

.
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Vikings' bandwagon hoppers getting too sickening _
VIKINGS SUCCESS
WEST : The Vik.cs stand
alone at the top of the NFC
Central at 5. 1. I have lO laugh at
the bandwagon j~mpers; where
were you guys last year?
Probably laughing at Grafiitos!
liule ads saying the Vikings
suck. Nice.
They were under.achievers
who needed a good kick. DeMy
''The Sled.. Green was the guy

'

•

•

Troy Young and Tom West
to do it. You have to like a guy
who outweighs his O•line. Long
live Denny.
YOUNG:
The
Vik.cs

upcoming schedule will and lose at Chicago next week,
determine whether Sheriff . the novelty will wear orr as
Green and compmy are for real. quick as Rubik's cube.
Sunday, the Redskins come to
town. The Bears are on deck at
DEION SANDERS
Soldier •Field, then the
WEST: You are a class act
Buccaneers at Tampa, and Deion, oh I'm sorry...Ncon. Get
Houston at the Dome.
over yourself son. The only
If Minnesota can come out of difference between you and a
that stretch with three wins.then guy in a dopey striped shirt at
it's time to order playoff tickets. , Foot Locker is that you get
But if the Vtkes fall to the Skins payed about $2 million more a

year to sell Nike shoes. You are
a cheap imitation or Bo Jackson,
a real class twe>sporter. Who in
tum, was something or a rip-off
or the only trul y great two •
sporter, Jim Thorpe, who played
without SI 00 shoes and had a
day job.
YOUNG: Deion Sanders a
twe>sport athlete? Yeah righL

See Faceolf/Page 1D

PREVIEWS

Ringing in the new season

~•-

HOCKEY

Game: SCS at Wisconsin
When: Friday/Saturday, 7:05 p.m. starts
Where: University of Wisconsin

Record: Season opener
The SCS hockey team 1992·93 season will
start right where it left off last season, in

W'lSCOnsin.

\

The Huskies play lhe Badgers in Dane County
Coliseum, where SCS has played its last five
games, today and tomorroW at 7:05 p.m ..
1bc Huskies teain, which will feature only five
seniors and four juniors, will face a Badger team
that returned 20 letter winners. The leading .
scorers who return for the Huskies are junior
Tony Gruba (14•22·36) and senior Fred

Knipschcer (15-17-32).
CORRECTION: Chronicle iii9-0rrectly
reported SCS goaltender Grant (Sjerven's
academic status in the WCHA Hockey Tab.
Sjerven is a junior. Also, SCS will be missing
junior Brett Lievers, who is still being hindered
by the three concussions from last season.

~
~

·The SL Clou.i Area Ringeues are preparing for their second
season of play at the National Hockey Center.
The team consists of 14 area girls between the ages or eight
and 12 that play ringette in a league with teams from SL Paul
and Princeton. League play starts in December.The idea for the
teams starting in came from Gene and Joyce Nelson, whose
chi'idren had played ringette in St. Paul before the family
moved to SL Cloud. The team pays for it's own rink time for

games and practices.
Ringctte has a few similarities to hockey. A straight stick is
used ·10 pass and shoot a rubber ring and there are six players
on each team. However, there is no bodily contact aJlowed and
the players use different colored sticks according to position.
The center is the only player who can cross between the
offensive and defensive zones.

r-

Sandy Smteja (above right), St. Cloud, t f les to
skate past SolJ!h St. Paul's Ashley Albrecht-1\'Jesday
at National Hockey Center (photo by Paul
Mtddlestaedt,Photo edltorl. Left: Lisa McGuire lleftl
battles tor position against Ashley Graff (photo by
Pat Christman.

Game: SCS at South Dakota
n: 2 p.m. Saturday
re: .\/,rmillion, S.D.
~
!JW'SCS (3-2 NCC, 4-3 overall)
USD (0-5 NCC, 1-5 overall)
When the Huskies enter lhe Dakota Donie in
Vennillion, S.D. Saturday, they will be putting
their post season NCAA playoff benll hopes on
the line. The University of South Pakota will be
looking for its first win in the North Centtal
Conference. SCS , which dropped out of the
NCAA top 20 rankings, is in a three•way tie for
third in the NCC with Mankato State University

:~:i~~~~

_andL°::e~:~=:~Y
Shawn
O'Brien arc qticstionablc with knee and ankle
injuries, respectively. Quarteiback Jim Mauer is
questionable with an ankle injury and defensive
lineman Troy Swanson has.an injured neck.
'"Ne expect lO thoroughly dominate this team,..
said Pat Schwinghamlrtt r, SCS defensive
lineman. "Anything less il,al,4iii1io,u1 would be
a disapp:,intmenl to the defense...

See Previews/Page 8
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Scoreboard
Football

...

Volleyball /

NCC Standings •

------..;....

NorflDMr:ttaS.•

9C9

Soclt'IDlkctaSlall
~

_,Occ.17 .

_
--

NCC Standings

NCC
4-1
4-1
3-1-1
3-2
3-2

Al
8-1
5-1
3-2-1
5-2
5-2

2-2-1
2-3
0-5
0-5

3-3-1
3-3

... ...

~'

...

NCC

Ncx1h Dakota Sta•
Au:gustana

...."""""""
"°""""'
--Omah•

3-1
5-2

4-3
3-3

2-2

•·•

scs

-Dakota

South Dakota State
Sovlh Oakola

...
1-3
1-3

Results

Results

Saturday, Oct. 17
Norih Oekota 22, SC$ 13
Aug1,mtana 27, South Dakota 7
Notth Dakota SC.18 28, Mankalo Sta• 10

Tuesday, Oct. 13
Augustana def. Wayne Staie 3-0

Momingtkte 6, South Dakcca State 2
Notthem' Colorado 24, Nebraska-Omaha 14

Lewil, llnoil lnvilllll:
9CSdlf.FOftWllyne3-1
9CS def. Gland Valley Stale 3-0
Al

,...
22-1

21-3
15-7
12-10

17-5
17-7

Sche<lJle
Friday, OcL 23
Momk1g&lde at MankallO Stale
Souti Dakota at scs
North Dakota at Augustana
North Dakota State al Soulh Dakota State
Saturday, OoL 24
South Dakota at Mankato Stale

North Dakota Stale at _Augustana
TUNday, OcL27
Northern Colorado al Air Foroe

Wedn.sday, Oct. 14
Soulh Dakota def. Dakota Wesleyan 3-1
Soulhwest State def. South Dakota State 3-2

SCS at South Dakota
Matulo State at Nonh

Husky Calendar

Dakota

--.om.ha.at--

~evlews from Page 7

~

Gamei: SCS vs. tkoringlidt Md
AUD\lltana.
_,FridayordSaamlay.

W-.HN>bodiHal.

Mens cross country at Mankatl Stale lnvile

Fool>all al SoYlh Dakota
Volleyball at Momingalde
Women, c::roH counll'y al South Dakota State.
Note: Home games in CAPS

· Club Results and Calendar·
Note: 1/'Kfvid.ull club• who want acorea
an6'0f upcoming games published, should
submit inlonnation at Iha SCS Chronicle office

by the Tuesday ol

lha1 week.

Fdday
Tmbefwolves vs Bub at Albequerque, N.M.

NOf1h Dakota Stale def. Nebraska-Omaha 3-0
Norlhem Cobrado def. North Dakota 3-0
Soulh Dakota State del. South Dakota 3-1 '
Morningside def. Auguslana 3-0
Lewis, Hinois lnYim:
scs def. Minnesota-Duluth 3-0
scs def. Lewis 3-0
F_,("1!.H
SCS def. Ferris State 3-2

Auguatana at South Dakola Stalle
, Nof1hem Cobrado at North Dakota Stale

I

Pro Sports Calendar

Friday, OcL 18

Saturday, Oct. 24

............

Saturday, Oct. 24
Hockey al WisconP'l

1~1 r ==...•!18;!.lhOakotaStale
S..19

_

Fdday, 0c< f3

Saturday
Notth Stars vs Kings at Met Center 7:05 p.m.

Sunday
Vikings vs Redskins a! Metrodome noon

Volaybal vs. South Dakota

Afra going S-0 81 die Lewis
Invitational. the Huskies are
playing lheir best volleyball !his
season, SCS bead coach Diane
GlowalZlcesaid.
SCS is in sixth place in the
midwest region, behind the
University of Nebraska-Omaha
. ..i Manbto Sllle Univasity.
Glowatzke said she expects

the regional commiuee to give
four ber1hs 10 Ille regioo.

Gllnw. Men al MankalO &ale
Women at South DMota

....

WIMn: Men - Friday
Women - Saturday

SCS men's cross country of Nonh Dakoca, Mankato Swe
cooach Kun Threinen says this University and Augustana
meet will determine the top College, S.D. will be a few o/
seven runners for the the.competing teams.
conference-region meet.
·
"I wouldn't expect huge~•
SCS women's coach Nancy performances but we wa~l'fO
Knop takes her team to improv~ the racing viewp0int,"
Brookings, S.D. this Saturday . Knop said. Currently the SCS
for a noon meet at South Dakota women are ranked 16th in the
Slalc University. Th: Univ~ty divisi2'!._ll~
.. ~

National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
October 18 - 24
(

Some·Definitions

friend n. person who will let you know when you're
9ut of hand and give you a hand when you need it.
drinking buddy n. perso~ who tolerates your most \_;
·
·
obnoxious drinking-behavior (and hopes
that you will tolerate his/hers).

Respect yourself and those around you. Help
make this Homecoming a good~ime for everyone.

fjespect Yourself
)

,

.scsu Campus Drug f'rogram

Friday.~23. 1092/1/n/vws/ty ~ ,..,...
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Duck hunters converge on Laq Qui Parle
People come to Minnesota from all

~{P~

.N.v.!ll~r.-.=

reservations in the .,summer. There are

over the midweat to participate in some
"'ll ~l! U'J~ ~ t •
always cancellations, so it is possible to
of the best Canadian goose hunting ln-~11!.ll!IIIE!llln!'l!I•■ get in a private blind on a walk-in basis.
anywhere. II is the Laq Qui Parle goose
"We have some of the very best
hunting in the area; our land is almost
refuge. The refuge 1s located on a IS --• ■■ - - mile strelCh of the Minnesota river in lhe factor in the size of this year's flock. entirely SllJ1'9Uflded by the refuge," said
wen-central pan of the state. Laq Qui Hunters have taken I .538 geese as of lhis Kay Dalen of Dalen 's Goose Blinds.
Parle is Wlique because it is a resting spot Wednesday. The DNR sets a quota for the Hunters at Dalera's shoot out of pits dug
for migrating Canadian geese and allows semen based on the number of geese in in the cut com.
the Minnesota Department of Natural the refuge. If the quota is rcachro early.
Get plenty of sleep. Hunting the state
Resources to manage the size of the lhe season will close at that time.
blinds require hunters to show up at the

IWl•mN:JjJ~•-

flock.. This is where the good hunting
oomcs into play.

There are two ways to hunt the
..honke,s• at Laq Qui Parle. One, is to

The DNR takes a daily count of the

hwlt from privately owned blinds and the

geese and the number of geese shot by
hunters. The flock is at about 60,000
geese which is half of what it was last
year. The mild weather in canada is a big

other is to tiunt the state blinds. The
private blinds vary in price, 6ut plan on
spending about $40 per blind . Most
private land owners start taking

DNR Laq Qui Parle office at 5 a.m. Once
there, hunters receive numbers which are
later collected and thrown into a hat.
1bcre is a small lottery to see what blind
each hun,ter will be placed in. When
hunting from the state blinds, hunters
must have only six shotgu.n shells in their

possession.
Both private and state hunting require
that hunters use steel shot. Only One
goose per day may be laken.
" Hunter success is hit or miss out here,
they either fly over or they don' t," said
Mike Guilday, goose hunter from
Burnsville. The odds arc in the shooters'
favcr when a1tempting to bag a, goose if
they an: hunting at Laq Qui Parle.
P.S. These waterfowl are big and
appear Jo move slow. They arc not slow.
Remember to lead your shot and follow
through . If I had remembered that, I
would have bagged a big old honker!

Feed your mind.
Get to know what's going on in
St Cloud. Read University Chronicle.

Less thin a mile from campus

0
0
0
0
0

Athletic Injuries
Stress Reduction
All Natural Therapies
Acupuncture
Our Services Covered By:
• Blue Cross
• Medical Assistance
• PreferredOne • Auto and Personal Insurance

We handle all the paperwork for you.
Call 251 •3303 today for your appointment

{N]~oo~ldare!] .

/JUMBO COMBOIU@W

/Godfather's Pizza.I~ ~ J
/'pizza\ [with} [QveIJ
. 1 lb Mllcheese/Q/biggef] .
-~
OO[puni]/p_air/ @/medium_]

~IU1dl

/pizzas\ @iJ

/only/ /$13.9~

Mi§! [ffiJs\ ~ ~ /free/[ea111pus\
!delivery/~ / Godfather's

Pizza.\

. £fill /253-7441\~~I
fil7/27tJ:i1 i!] I Division! -~
EB
.J

~ ~j

waiting~

p •· "'

IRemember:\\vog' ®!Y] ;l never\ ~
·

ungry

/AGAI NI\ ·

Business
College
• Sales & Business Administration
• Business Management
• Secretarial
/
Classes
• Word Processing
begin
• Legal Secretarial
January4
• Accounting
CALL NOW:

Cloud 251-5600

College
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LEADERSHIP ,
WORKSHOPS~~
FORSCS '~
INTERNATIONAL ·
STUDENT LEADERS

sanders has speed, no doubt about it. but wasn't it interesting that
Sanders opted to play solely for the Braves Sunday when he could
have covered Jerry Rice during the NFL game at San Francisco?
Sanders chickened out. The jury is still out on his talents as a
baseball player. I have no time for Prime Time.
VEGETABLE PRONUNCIATION
WFSJ': tomato
YOUNG: tomahto
HERSHEL THE EAGLE
WE.ST: The very name makes people in our great state wretch
uncontrollably. Now Mr. Walker is with the Eagles. !fe may be the
final pie<lc that pulS them in the Super Bowl. Sound firniliar'!
When Heischel came to us it was played up only slightly smaller
than the second coming of the "great one," and I don't mea'h Wayne
Gretz.ky. One player can't make a team, especially if you doo't give
him the ball more than 10 times a game.
YOUNG: Why is Herschel even playing football? Wasn't it just
last winter, when Herschel declared himself the best bobsled
''pusher" in the world and followe.d his remaJts with a perfcrmance
that goc. him booled off the Olympic team?
Big deal. ·If the Eagles win the Super Bowl it's not becau~ of
him. Philly's defense is the key.
MAGIC JOHNSON'S RETUR!'i
WEST: Magic Shmagic. How muc.h did he get? SIS million?
Come on, he's going to play half the games and already made his
grand exit from the game anyway. Gracefully bow out when you
have some credibility IefL Larry Bird did and he didn't go on a
league-wide gift parade.
•
YOUNG: They cried when Mll8ic lefi and many are laughing 81
his return. Magic's talent isn't the issue here. Why, after all of the
ceremonious retirement panics, shoul~ he come out of retirement
and put his health in jeoponly lllld play a grueling NBA schedule?
NOW, during eve,y Lakers game, all fans will hear about is how
courageous he is. He's simply pulling a Ross Perot and riding an
ego trip. The only good out of all of this is that we won't have to
listen to his biased color commentary during NBC coverage of pro
basketball.

The Workshop is organized to provide
leadership education to SCS international
student leader.s and to explore
international/multicultural perspectives on
leadership . The workshop is free for'
qualified and selected students. The
project is funded by SCS Foundation
Office.
Date: Tuesday,
November 10. 1992.
Deadline for application is
Friday, Octgber 30. 1992.
To obtain application forms call
Dr. Bassey Eyo at 255-2216
or Mr. Jerry fasela at 255-4287.

Read and Recycle • Read and Recycle •

(Hi;Mom!
Please end money
a computer
Digital
I
f~_JD. ·

to ,help me with my schoolwork. My teaching assistant in French

suggested

~ She says it's a real value 4J for the money. I
can use it as a ·~rd processor for Eagllsh literature r~~._;,1 ,as a CAD/CAM piatrorm
I look into getting one

for' engineering cla,ss

~

or as -~ s~ eadsheet for econon:tlcs

crank up my GPA in no time ~ .

ll

py the way, all the
.

sC. )

f&'1.It's sure to

Say hi to Grandma~. Love y~. Bye: Oh

kids on campus ·a1reac1y have one.
'

!DIIDmD· '
'

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT THE ACADEMIC COMPUTING CENTER, ECCIO I.

\

(l/J

,.
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hid

t:ni\crsity UIRO!\ICIJ'
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costumes .
and gore
galore
by Dan Nienaber
Staff writer

"We found out alx>ut the building on
Sept. 22; we were in here on lhe 30th

.

With Halloween just around the
comer, one local business is trying to
. change your appearance as fast as it
• changed the look or the old Java Joint
building.

and we were open and doing business on
Oct 4," she said.
Classic Costume has an inventory of
over 1,500 Halloween costumes, ranging
from bear suits to pin-striped gangster
outfits. Costumes are rented on a three
day basisaJld cost between S12 and S40,

Classic Costume. 455 rust SL s.. SL
Cloud. is the newest costume shop to
open in oowniown~sL'CIOUd. But
Rosanne Marbetg. Oassic: Costume
oWOer, has been in the costume business
for more than six years. 1-ier previous
shop, Costumes on 7th, was Connerly
located in the bucment of the building al
14 Seventh Ave. N. 1

depending on the design, she said.

'The Adams Family is big this year as
well as Batman and the Catwoman," she·
said.

"'The presidents are a1ways b!g...
Dracula, Zorn and a Clint Eastwood /
cowboy COSlUJne are Marbcrg 's personal
favorites, she said.

\

"We've been looking for a p~for
quite a while," she said, "'mainly{because

of visibility."

are

Costume parties
making popular
costumes hard to find.

Marticrg foond oot about lhe new
vacancy in Ille Sepc,mber, forcing her to
make a quick move in otdcr lO be open
for lhe Halloween rush.

"I had a couple parties last weekend
alscady. The 241h is busy and especially
the 31st since it's on a Saturday this
year," she said. ''The onc-of.a.Jdnd
costumes were already ren!Od by lhe first
ofOctobec"
Russ Schahn, SCS sophomore, and
Tina Kocur, SCS sophomore, heard
aboot Classic Costume from friends.
"We need a costume fa this
weekend," Schahn said. ''T~o of my
friends rented costwnes here."
'The.re's a lot to choose from," Kocur
added.
,

Schahn said renting a costume is worth
the price when it's for a specia1 event
"I haven't looked fa costumes before,
but it docsn 't seem too outrageous," he
said.

hac

Paul WA.orv1latr pttologl'8pher

Barbara Bush - a~d Mikhail
Gorbachev Shara equal glory on

the wall with los1 1cory creatures.

Occasionally customers
requests that can't be fiUcd; rvfarberg
said.

P•ul WIison/staff photographer

Disguised as a Raven and a enalssance woman 1 Jo McMullen, SCS
graduate and Lisa Helmln, senior, pose amidst racks of other costumes
at the Classic Costume store.
Rhinoceros and he wanted to know if we
had Rhino hooves," she said. "We also
get a lot or requests for whips and chains
and we don't have those either, but most
or the time we can help."
Classic Costume also has a wide
asoortment of masks for saJe that will fit
even the tightest scudent budget. A
Gorby mask sells fo, SIS.SO and a
discount box is full of red and green
haiJod ghouls lhat sell for $5. One mask,
that seems to melt your face into mess
that _only Freddy Krueger could love,
sells for $2.SO.
A list or couples and group coswmes is
available for people who want,JO dress in
a theme.
costumes are aJso
available and re for S6 to SIS.

Childres'

Halloween is j a portion of the total
costume business. Marberg, who does a
lot of business wilh play productions, has
a total inventory of over 5,000 costumes.

"Halloween is big, but we do a lot of
school productions. After Halloween, I'll
) be bringing most of this stuffdownsf:airs
and bringing up lhc stuff I sell the rest of
"We had one gu·y_ who wanted to be a
the year," she said "Most people think

we're just here for Halloween, but I
wouldn't do this work for just a moo th
out of lhe year."
Classic Coswme is open from 10 a.m.
to 8 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m\on Sawrdays and noon to
4 p.m. Sunday\2J'°ug9;>Hallowcen.
- J

1 .!
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R.E.M. brings bac~ quality
by Christopher Sieving
Staff writer
R£.M. Awomaiicfor r~ People
(Warner Bros.)

****
Yeah, I wasn't expecting much either,
but he.re it is: R.E.M.'s fi nest music in
five years, a solidly crafted yet
emotionally charged piece that almost
redeems Green's kitschy excess, Ow of
Time's blWKlering singsong, the "S_hiny
Happy People" video and MK:hael
Stipe's haircut From lhe first hesitant
strokes or Peter Buct' s acoustic to the
final Hammond organ drone, Auromatic
for the People (their ninth swdio a1bum)
is music to wrap your cars around, music
Lhal clears the cobwebs away- and a
long overdue reintroduction to some old
friends.

a

breakthrough in 1987 with Documtnl,

albwns7) I say thank God it's a
depannre (and !hank Michael Stipe it's
weird); Ai.uomaric has wisdom where

they've been virtually canonized by all

Green had good intentions, fully realized

the usual suspects: M1V, Rolling Stone.

songs where Oi.u o/Time had
arrangements. Well-seasoned pros that
they are, they display an attention to

Not thal thcy ever went away, or
course. Since their commercial

the Grammys, lhe Hot 100.
Di~ingly, their gradual ascendancy

♦

conceptual talents. He name-drops Dr.
Seuss ('The Sidewinder Slccps
Tonighl"), he lets us hear his Elvis
imitation (''Man on the Moon}, he talks
dirty ("Star Mc Kitten"- first time I' ve
heard "star" rhyme with "truck"); he's
never worked so hard at sounding so ·
loose. (Quotable quote: "Nonsense is
noth ing new to me.") If he seriously
lhinks "Everybody Hurts" is going to
persuade would-be suicides to cut the
noose, he's as deluded as Jack
Kevorkian. But I'm positively grateful
for the shameless nostalgia of
"Nightswimming" and for his anti-Bush
ranting on ''lgnorcland" (a worthy
companion piece to Doc~n1•s
"Exhuming McCarthy}.

detail- note the raiscltos on
'"Try NOl to Breathe," the
sawing cellos on
"Sweetness
Follows," coproducer
'

to pop supersurdom coincided with
marked decline in product quality, and
though I replayed Doc~nl in my head
about a thousand times when I was a
freshman, I didn't have much use for the
grandiose statements and
forced optimism of the megaplalinum follow-ups.

Many arc still waiting for their "rock"
album; I'll bet drummer Bill Berry is one
of them. It can wail A1Uoma1ic for the
People has enough passion and
confidence to put a thousand-and-One
rock pretenders to shame. This somber,
clear-eyed album may be 1hc first
milestone of their inevitable commercial
decline. But it's where I started listening
again.

I'm additiooally pleased lO
report that Michael Stipe- whose
public persona often rubs me the
wrong way- has retained his vocal
command and reclaimed his

OIRONla.E COMIX ♦ OIRONia.E ♦

Oddfdltm 's 11>1 / Iii lJ 111,l'i ll ,r"hz

,

SOME RAPISTS USE LOADED ~ONS.
OTHERS USE LOADED VICTIMS.

. Mo61 rapis1S an,rr1suange,,. They're acquain1.1ras. Olien !hey g,t the;, v;c,;m, drunk before
aft!ldting. But b e ~ that any time a woman is unable to gi~ herronsent to sex-drunk or oot-it's rape.
A lebi)c punishable by prison No means no. And no answer means no, a.s well.

I ALCOHOLABUSECANLEAD1USEXUAL ~

T. ' ,

- ../

One of a kind-

HALLOWE EN
COSTUMES!
C,ea/e your own costumes from
our huge supply of used cfofhing

EXPANDED HOLLOL"IEEN HOURS
TU£'$ Thv,,. Oc/ :rrh ZCJtll 9 JOJm "'pm
Fn Ocl .10th CJ JO 1m 10pm
Ocr J1,-11l,mlipm/HOLLO\'l[[NDAY)

-~r. ._..;;;~;;;g~::;;"c.....
S11

®

.

' .
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.SCS Arena Theatre presents
"Tp Gillian on Her 37th Birthd_
ay"

Pick a winner, not your nose.
·'.::::

iii"
'II

Read University Chronicle, winner

,

of 23 awards at the Minnesota
News
r Assocation 's College

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is aCCt"pting applications for ics 1993 entering classes.
Qanuary, May and S<pi<mb<r)

Gmeral requirmrents at time ofentry intbuk:
■

Approx.. 2-3 years of college: in a life or health sciroct degree program.
■ A G.P.A. of 2.5 or above.
■ Apmonali mettS1 inacarttrasa p ri marycarcphysician.

Nortbwestnn offers:
■ A profcssiorul
■
■
Pat Christman /staff photographer

school of 500 students wi1h s1udem faculty mio of 12:1.
Aspacious 25 Ult ctmpw in suburlwi Minneapolis.
Full accrcd,imion by Nonh Ccmral Association or Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropr.aaic Edua1ion.
1.- r

• "To Gllllan •.. ,.. written by Mlchael Brady, explores death, llfe and letting go of loved
ones lost. h revolves around one family's struggle to hold onto each other whlle moving
on with their lives. Pictured here (from left to right) are Martin Weber, Molly Scholen,
Jennifer Brems, Margi Simmons, Michael Egan, and Erin Johnson. The play Is directed
by Lin Holder and runs Oct. 23, 24, 26,27, and 28 at 8 p.m. It Is free with SCS I.D.

c,,u,

1-800-888-4777\°'

Wntc Direc1or of Admissions
2501 Wes, EigJuy-Founh Sum I Minnopolis, MN 55431-1599

OFF-CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE
.A service :that works for you!
r

}

Boundaries

/

\

Pick up at Atwood Center
on the half hour, starting at
6:15 p.m., 6:45 p.m., 7:15 p.m.
until 12:15 a.m.
\'{) ,
.

../

Helpng to provide a safer
off-campus environment.

OP~RATING HOURS:
Sunday through Thursday .
6:15 p·.m. - 12:15 a.m. ,,,
I

~
.s

1v/J

i'AIO FOR av YOUR STUDENT
AC TIVITY rEE DOLLARS

)
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Vote:

:,campus Vote'
hoping to lure .
MTV on campus

Campus organizations happy with speakers 1romPage1

Minnesota State Senate Districts 14,
16 and 17 were invited by Campus

Vote '92 to address SCS students
during a candidate forum last Tuesday
in Stewart Hall Auditorium. Each
candidate was a1lowed to address the
audience. After the opening

by Dan Nienaber
Stall writer

statements, audience members were

' 00 a project
'
c.mpus 'll>le '92 ii woltiq

given an opportunity to ask questions.

Roggeman wasn't sure how many
students would lake advantage of the
opportunity to meet candidates face to
face at the forum, but he was
Nov, 3 ~ pro.. Ibey . opdmistic. Campus Voce '92 spent
waa, daom ~•• said Cbad )\oggeniao, S900 from a Q-7 grant to publicize the
Clillpal'll>le'92. .
. '
· event through classroom presentations
MTV 11 boldiDl. a competition ,at
as well as newspaper and radio ads, he
uni~
Ibo nadon. Csmpilses
said.
"My e~pectations for tonight. .. I
will comj,i<e 111 bawi1i sign a 'Rock
Ibo Voto'
Tho C8fflJMIS widl die highest
don't know to tell you the U'Uth," he
said about an hour before the forum .
peruDlagO•of enrollod ·signalures,will
. bast MTV on Nov, 3,' be said:
.
''The PR for this has been incredible,
Campus Vote -"92 Wm have a booth in
but I don't hear people talking about

dui cauJd.mm•sa a rocu daring
lboNow, 3 ..-Welocdcai.
,.
MTV'a 'Roel: Ibo \tie' will u..

-

scs·..,

11

t!irou&hoat
petilion.

Atwood Memorial Cc:olec Oct 27-30, giving
SCS students an opportunhy to sign the
pelilioo.
'
'
..We're competing with a bunch of other
campuses
die country," Roggeman said.
"i. personally. wOuli:l like to see 10.000

across

si-.,,res,"

~ .:.:n=u~';~!~beO: .

clcction, be said,

; "MTV ~ be talking 10 studenlS, checking·
die pocinct polls and scs· name will be up in,.•
ligblS," be said, "This could be 'a potenlially
hugemediaeventforSCS,"
·

I__: ___ ,

MEDIUM 1-TOPPING

I

Downtown St. Cloud

: ~4.99
. ........ -.....-.. ---,-.

·

students and faculty, In your work and
extra-curricular Interests!

r ----,
LARGE 1-TOPPING

I

: $

I

~IZZA

5 ■99

--------·-- I 1111
I
111
I.!: :. S:~":t~:g;_~:J llirg!!· =~~~
+Tax

I

259-1900

I

PIZZA

candidates.
"We had 450 people show up for
Paul Wellstone this afternoon," he
said. "I think voters should look at the
local candidates more because they
have more effect on local issues."
"I was hoping a lot of students
would turn out, but .there's not many
here," said James Current, College
Republican historian. "I like the foium
fonnat. although it would work better
with more people...
·
Student Government President
Kevin Burkart was also 1D1happy with
the lack of students at the candidate
forum.
''The majority of students continue
to refuse to lake part in the political
systems of America. ll shows as far as
how students are treated in. the
legislative process," he said. "Students
are going to have to realize that they
can really make a difference on the
local level by their voice and vote."
Students who missed the forum can
learn more about the candidates by
picking-up a Campus Vote '92
question and answer sheet in the
Student Government office, Burkart
said. The "No Vote/ No Voice"
publication asks six campus-oriented
questions which are answered in
written fonn by the candidates.
"I think.rmore and more people arc
just votiri'g a straight ticket because
they ' re uneducated about the
candidat<s," Burkart said.

Best wishes, St. Cloud State University

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
.,DOMINO'S
Bclr You LiJce Pizza Alo Hane .

r

it"
.
,"I'll be happy will! 200 people," he
added. "I'll be crushed if we have all
these important people here and
students don't tum out."Therc were fewer than 40 people in
the 900-seat iuditorium when the
forum began at 8:45 p.m.
District 16 State Senate candidates
Lori Nelson (DFL) and Joanne
Benson (IR) attended the forum on
their own behalf. Omck Davis (DFl..)
and Dan Stevens (IR), Dist. 17
candidates, sent surrogates Carol

Lewis and Norm Clarke, respectively,
to speak for lhcm. Joe Bertram (DFL),
Dist. 14 candidate, made his opening
statement and left for another
appointment, leaving Richard Thomas
in his place. Republican candidate
Aleta Edin, -Dist. 14, was not present
and did not provide a surrogate.
The candidates and surrogates
began the forum, moderated by
Roggeman, presenting opening
statements that focused oo a variety of
issues including ~perience and higher
education. Candidates were then
asked to answer questions from the
audience.
"What are you going to do to bring
more living wage jobs to the
community," one person asked.
"I think we have a severe problem
with under-employment in this
community where people are working
for far less than they're worth,"
Nelson ·said. "I think we need to
promote this area as a good area for
business."
Benson said area businesses were
leaving due to high workman's
compensation costs and government
over-regulation.
Representatives from Campus DA.
and College Republicans were happy
with the candidate participation, but
disappointed by the student tum-out.
John Skoog, Campus DFL, said
students are not as incerested in statelevel candidates as they are in national

:

+ Tax

:

~=-:.?:.""-==':':E'

---..• -=::t",~"·

To share ~JJJ C0"90rns with Senator Joanne
Berfson.,please write or call :
153 Stale Office Building
St. Paul, Minn. 55155
612·296-6455

Box 6155
St. Cloud, Minn. 56302
612·251-6266

Meet Joanne Benson:
oi

Homecoming Special!
- /

Eight brea~,~,~~.~' for $1. 25
259-1900
) . . 253-8520
251-4885
14 N. Benton Dr

· Sauk Rapids
serwlng Sat1eH.

· 1501 Division SI.
.

SI. Cloud

256 Second Ave S.
Waite Pclrk
serving St. Joseph

• a graduate St. Cloud State University
• an Associate Professor at SCS (a member of the SCS
faculty since 1973}
• the author of.legislation to provide planning monies for a new
library on the SCS campus
• a forrTler advisor to two campus organizatiofls
• a leading opponent of lhe forced merger of Minnesota's postsecondary educalion systems
'
• the chairwoman of the Governor's Task Force on Mandates
in Education
• co-chair, Governor's Commission on V101eht Crimes
• a member of the Senate Educatkm •eorrimitte&·\ ·
• a member of the legislative Task Force on Post:Secondary
Education Funding
.
·
• a member of the legislative Commission on Public Education
• endorsed by the Mjnnesota Educalion Association _
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(l) Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.

$
•

Clas~ifi&ds price: Five words a.line, $1 a line. Six words constitutes two lines, costing $2.
Notices are free and run only if space allows.

Jr Oead~i~es: Tuesday noon for Friday editions; Friday noon for Tuesday editions.

• Classif1~ ads can be purcha~ by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside lhe door.
181 All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit is already in place.
'II' Contad Tracey Foede at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m . Monday lhrough Friday tor more information.
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·· units with decks, dishwa~hers;-1

Mgmt. 251-8284.

page. 253-4573.

UNIVERSITY Place • private
rooms & 4 bdrm apt available,
heat + cable pd, dishwasher,
miao, ale. 251-6005.

TYPING Service: reasonable.
Martina 253-0625.

2. 3, and 4 bedrooms renting for
fall. Call Apartment Finders 2594051.

ONE bedroom apt. Available Dec.
1. New. Close. 251-1814.

2 - 3 • 4 bedroom apartments
available immedately. 259-0063.

"ON E STOP SHOP" for all your
housing needs!
Preferred
Property Services. Call 259-0063
or 654-3590.

1,

AVAILABLE Nowl 2 Bdrm near
Na!lonat
Hockey
Center.
$400/mo. 252-2000.
BRIDGEPORT: Close to campus.
Single rooms. Clean, quiet,
mcrowave, launciy, parking. Heat
& basic cable paid. Renting for fall
& winter. Results Property Mgmt
253-0910.
CAMPUS close, newer private
room in 4 BR, $179 & up. 2510525.
CAMPUS PLACE: Private bdrm;
shared bdrm. NC, microwave,
dishwasher. Great locations, dose
to school. 253-9002.
COLLEGEYIEW Apartments .
Large single bedroom, dishwasher, microwave, blinds, free cable.
Reasonably priced . Riverside
Mgmt. 251-8284.
CONVERTED hotel. Private room
starting at $140/mo. in fall. Apt
Rndefs 259-4051.
... ECLIPSE Industries Inc. $189$250, Ell, 1 ancf 4 bedrooms .
Many locations. 259-4841.

PRIVATE room available immed.
In well-kept house. $185 plus utilities. ContactTimat255-5313.
PRIVATE rooms In 4BR units .
Includes heat, microwave, dishwasher, laundry. Close to campus. $215-220/mo. Call 2529226.

LARGE single room w/ private
bathroom and A/C tor the older
student. UtilltiH Included. 706 •
~ 6th Ave So. 252-9226 . .
METROVIEW. Large elngle bedrooms, decks , . dishwasher,
microwave, tree cable, aecurity.
RlvfflkteMgmt. 251-!M18.
NORTH Campua: 1,3,4 bedroom

.. "WALNUT Knol Apts under new
m an agement. Fall $169-225,
259-4841.

RENOVATED 4 BR house available Nov. 1, SE St. Cloud.
Spacious,
rec. room. Free
parking. Dan 255-9163.

WHY Pay Rent? Ale you eligible
for a V.A. loan? Do your parents
trust you enough to co-sign a
loan? I have a recently remodeled
duplex. One bedroom upstairs,
three bedroom down. 3 bedroom
rents for $600 + util. A very nice
home. Bener than renting. 2514070 after 5:00 p.m.

om,

ROOMMATES wanted to share a
tour beaoom apt dose to campus,
$175/mo. 259-0063.
ROOMS for women dose to campus. Utilities paid, parking, large
rooms. Singles $179; Doubles
$165. 252-6153.

TYPING: Term papers, thesis,
resumes, etc. Call Alice 251 •
7001.

ENVIRONMENTALLY Safe •
Shaklee products available at
1412St.Germain. 251-9431.
FOR SALE : Rosslgnal skis,
Soloman bindings, $175. Call
252-8741 Jay.
IGUANAS for sale. Shane 6541340.

\
CHUCK'S Barber Shop. 2 barbers, all cuts. Walk•ins or app!s.
251-7270. 9 Wilson SE. Special
$5.50. • R.O.T.C. / Guard hdqtrs.
<:OMPUTERIZED-secretariaHer-vice, pick up/delivery. Typing cl
term papers, theses, resumes.
Nancy Fenton 263-3291.
••·GET reserved off-street parking
$15/mo; plug-ins $25/mo. 2594841 ,
OFF-STREET pa~klng $10/mo.
253-2107.

DRl~ER Passenger Service. 21
yrs, cdl with pass. enders., dot certified, good Oil record. health &
grooming , n on-smoker, 20-25
hrs/wk, various hours. Resumes
accepted at Executive Express.
253-2226 for mote into.
HIRINCHMMEOIATEl:Y:-Part-ti me
inserting / circulation people needed for Mondays, 3rd shill. Shih
differential paid. Additional hrs
avbl. Apply in person~ ! DJV
Graphic Arts, 520 Dundi Drive,

Waite Perl<.

~

NANNIES
Well known agency will help you
choose a loving l amlly In
Connecticut. Top salaries, benefits, room & board, airfare, Big
Sister program. Yearly positions
only. Care for Kids, Dept. STC
Box 27, Rowayton, CT 06653.
1-800-BE-A-NANI.

STATEVll;W: 1 block from campus . Single rooms. Laundry,
parking, basic cable and heat paid.
Renting for !all and winter. Results
Property Mgmt 253-0910.

PREGNANT? Free pregnancy
testing with Immediate results at
the St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Call 612-253-1962 24 hrs.
a day. 400 East St Germain St.,
SUite 205, St. Cloud.

SUBLEASE , Female, Nov. 1,
University townhomes.
Call
Melanie 255-0162 Iv msg.

OPENINGS
PROFESSIONAL ~cretary will) We have Immediate openings for
do typing . Rease a'ble rates. hardworking lnd!viduals In the St.
Cloud area. Applican1s must be
252-4630 after 5:00 m.
neat appearing and able to stan
PROFESSIONAL typing using Immediately. If you are willing to
learn,
experience is not necessary.
laser printer; rea sonable rates.
Call 253-5266.
Above average income and rapid
,advancement avMable. For InterPROFESSIONAL TYPING: word view phone Monday and Tuesday
processing, laser printing, any:
resumes, repons, APA style, CJS
251-9165.
theses. Appia - Cal 251-2741.
OVERSEAS JOSS. $900-2000
I
P~age / Rebate offer. mo. Summer, ·yr round, all countries, fields. Free Info. write: I.JC,
PO Box 52-M N04, Corona Del
TYPING, IBM letter quality, saved Ma,,, CA 92625.
on dska. call JuUe 25>9649.

SUBLEASERS male & female
available. Slngle. rooms, great
locations, prices neg., FREE park·
Ing. Dan 255-9163.

:~:\~,:~C6~~: l~~~~'.
~1:~~a::h~::c.::!~1t~~·u?i:;:
R esulll Property Management,
Inc. 253-0910.
UNIVERSrTY North. 3 bedroom.
Deck a.
Dishwashers.
Micfowaves. Blinds. Free cable.

1£~~-

PART·TIME--SurveiHance-positionavailable eves. Compensation by
rent rebate.
Send resume:
Campus Mgmt, P.O. Box 315, St.
Cloud, MN 56302.

PT person needed lor preventive
maintenance ol equipment, dellv- ·
erles, some counter work. Light
landscaping, farm background
helpful. Apply In person: Total
Rental Cent• 251-9332.

pl .!
BACK To Schoell Used desks,
diairs, file cabinets, 3-ring binders,
notebook paper, post-ii pads ... and
much morel lee·s liquidation
Sales. · 2 blocks So, 1 blk W of
Mills Fleet Farm. 251-1355.

~M•OmtH¢11

SINGLE room - 4 bdrm apts .
Sublets, Winter Ctr, many amenities. One 4 bdrm. Campus
Management 251-1814.

4051.

IMMEDIATE opening, male, prlvat~ room, large 2 bath apt. 1/2
blk to SCSU. Quiet, well-managed
bldg. $169/mo, deposit nego tlable. 656-9032.

UNIVERSITY West 11. Ideal location . Efficiency & 4 bdrm units
dose to SCSU. Garages, parking,
security. Heat & basic cable paid.
Rnults Property Mgmt 253-0910.

WINDSOR West: 4 bdrm, some bilevel units. Heat, water, basic
cable paid. Quiet. Results
Property Mgmt 253-0910.

SINGLES in 4 bedroom apt. Avail.
immed. Clean & neat. A/C,
microwaves, off-street parking,
FEMALE. Private room across garages, laundry facilities . 253street-from campus:-Newer-4-BA. - 1320.- Must-seet251-0525.
SINGLES or Doubles in 2 bedFEMALE subleaser
needed room apt. Close to campus.
Avai lable
Winter Otr. $198/mo. Across from Large bedrooms .
security lot. Large single bed- immed. 253-1320
room. Call 252-9294.
STATESIDE Apls. Four bedroom
FREE ·cable, LARGE- 1 & 2 bdrm apartment, heat + cable paid, dishapts dose to campus. Renl9 start wash er, microwave . Close to
at. $360/mo. Apt: Finders 259- scsu. 251-6005.

GROUP Ratn • Newer 4 BR apts.
Campus close, security, clean.
251-0525.

UNIVERSITY Village Townhomes
• 2 male subleasers, winter/spring.
Pr_ivate room s, free parking, free
cable, dishwasher. Call Marty or
Scon 654-0858.

PRIVATE rooms In four bedroom
apt, heat & cable paid, microwave,
dishwasher, ate. Excel Properties
251-6005.

0
'
EFFICIENCY apts. air-conditioned, utilities paid, $250 !all ,
259-4841.

GARAGES for rent. Call 253·
7116.

- Ai r/Gond-:-Securit y:-- Aiverside· - T-YPINO--l--aser--prtnted;-$t750

~: d~a~~•5: 3~0

parking. Resulls Property Mgmt
253•0910.

PERSO~.-\LS

ADOPTION. Young, college-educated, happlly married, childless
couple wish to adopt your baby &
share a lifetime of happiness,
security, <l!'d most lmponant--love.
Please call to design an adoption
plan that meets YOUR needs.
Agency assisted. Legal I
Confidential. Call Michelle & Chris
celled (612)425-5787.
ADOPTION. See your baby grow
up in beautiful St. Paul. We're
devoted to oor linle boy, and we
enjoy spending time with his bitthmother. We'd love to have the
same wonderful relatlonship with
you. At-home mom with an M.A.;
CPA dad. Agency approved, but
our best reference is Stacy.
Please call M.E. and Uoyd collect:
(612) 293-0789.
" IF God loves us so much, then
why will many people be separated from Him for eternity? There
are three reasons: l) God is holy
& just. His love cannot nullify
these aspects ol His character.
Love wants to forgive, but justice
musl be satisfied & dictates the
terms ol our forgiveness. 2) While
God-tn-ioY....-has-tuHrpaid-the
penalty demanded by His justice,
man nust respond. The payment
of this penalty cannot be a-edited
to those who deny the obligation.
3) Moreover, love will not force
7 1sell upon anyone. Those who
would be forgiven & reconciled 10
God must be willing to accept the
remedy He offers. Those who
refus e consign themselves to eternal separation In spite of God's
provision:
-- Dave Hunt, -Global Peace and
the Rise ol Antichrisr pp. 247.
JESUS and Satan are pretend.
The infinite, burning, screaming
torture ol human beings by the
blblical Jesus is an infinitely bad
moral exanl)le, rather than a perfeel rnora exafT1)1e. Infinite torture
wquld be an Infinite crime against
humanity and Infinite evil. The biblical Jesus is infinitely evil. Jesus
is Satan. To w.o,ship Jesus Is to
worship S!l,tan. ChriStlans are
Sata,ists. To worship the blbUcaJ
Jesus Is to worship Infinite evi. In
Christianity, 11lnile evil Is a perfect
moral exan'f)le. \~ .
NEW BEGINNINGS, Home For
Single Pregnant Women. Sellhelp program providing profession•
at counseling & suppon s&Mces.
40 N 25 Ave St. Cloud ~5>1252.
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"AN harvest of the best, what
needs he more ... ?" • Anne
Bladstreet (1642). Submit art, fie•

ont po ry, an p o ograp y o
Harvest Riverview 216 • Deadline

January 15th.
CHI Sigma Rho wants you I If you
are Interested In joltllng a social
sorority or Just- want more Into.
please contact Molly I Jennifer at
253-9402.

INTERESTED In Public Rellllk>ns?
Gain valuable experience In Public
Relation s Student Society ol
America. We meet Tuesdays, 5
pm, SH123. Or call for more info,
255-4876.
PUBLIC Administration Club.
Great speakers & adlvltles. Join
us Tuesdays at 10:00 a.m. Atwood
Rud Room. All majOfs welcome!
See you Tuesday at 10:00 a.m.
$CSU PHOTO CLUB meets
Wednesdays at 12:00 room 217
Headley Hall. Par1icipating club
members receive photo supply
dsoounts at participating stores.

DISCUSSION ol paganism, wom•
en's spirituallty, tarot 'cards ,
European history, etc. at Circle ol
the Goddess meellngs , 3:00 on
Tuesdays, St. Croix room, AMC.

SEXUAL Assault Support Group
will meet Thursdays. For mor e
inlo call Iha Women's Canter'255-

FREI=! Tutcrs available In most
subject areas. Check ii out!
Academic Leaming c«rter SH101 .
let our friendly staff help vou.
2554993.

"TO GiUlan On Her 371h Birthday,~
a moving lamily drama, runs
through Qclober 28th. Performing
Arts Center Arana Stage 8 p.m.
• Free with SCSU I.D.

4958.

<lfEENSIYE
~Abuse of Alcohol

Call us for
current
vacancies
*Classic 500
*Bridgeview West

CAME PLAN foR A
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Kinko Copies Building
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sponsored by SCSU Health Services

-nte Newman community
opened Its arms and gave
me the strength to
keep going.·
- 1992 SCSU graduate
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Northern Michigan
Wildcats

Minnesota
Golden Gophers

by Troy Young
Northern Michigan University found
how difficult it was to repeat as national
champions last season and finished third
in the Western Collegiate Hockey
Association.
The Wildcats led the league in goals
(184) and assists (290) in the 1991-.92
season but posted a 17-12-3 WCHA
record, 25-14-3 overall. The pressure of
repeating as national champs caught up to

NMU.
"I think we (came on) at the end of the
season," said head coach Rick Comley. "It

Paul UlddlestaedVphoto editor

Minnesota finished first In the WCHA last year, but the Gophers
lost goaltender Jeff Stolp, who led the conference with a 2.92
goals against average, to graduation.
by Tom West

It's hard to believe coach Doug
Woog when he is apprehensive about
the prospects of his Oniversity of
Minnesota hockey team.
"We have a pretty young team,"

Woog said. "We only have 14
returning lettennen back." Those 14
returners played on a team that
finished with a 26-6 record against
Western
Collegiate
Hockey
Association opponents.
The Gophers ended the season at

33-11 overall, were the WCHA
regular season champs and made their
seventh consecutive NCAA playoff
appearanc.e. In short, the Gophers had

a season that most WCHA teams
would be jealous of.
But that was then and this is now.
The Gophers lost some key players to
the professional ranks. Most notably
was Doug Zmolek, who is playing
with the San Jose Sharks or the
National Hockey League. Mike
Muller is now playing ror Dynamo
Riga in Moscow. "That's a little
different twist," Woog said. "We've
lost them to the NHL before but never
to the Soviet Union."
or the returners that Woog looks to
shape his 1992-93 squad around in
defense or the MacNoughton Cup are

a group of defensemen headed by
captain Travis Richards and Chris
McAlpine.
"We think Travis and Chris have
moved up a step based on whal we
have seen in practice," Woog said. In
the nets for the Gophers will be Tom
Newman, who finished the year
strong in support of regular goalie
Jeff Stolp. Newman was named
WCHA player of the week for the last
week of the regular season.
Minnesota also returns experience
to the front line. Craig Johnson and
Darby Hendrickson, 1991 's WCHA
rookie of the year. "Darby and Craig
have grown," Woog said. ''They look
like they are going to be real sharp

was a struggle coming off of a national
championship."
The Wildcats did make it to the 1992
NCAA quarterfinals, and with a 6-3 lead
in the second period against the University
of Michigan, it appeared that they would
again make it to the semi-finals. In the
final seconds of the second period the
Wildcat's reign showed signs of ending.
"Michigan scored a goal in the final
seconds of the second period," Comley
said. ''They came back to beat us. It was a
tough way to end the season."
Northern Michigan isn't coming off a
championship this season, and its roster is
proof of that. The Wildcats enter this
season without their top six scorers,
including the top three in the WCHA (Jim
Hiller, 86 points; Dallas Drake, 83 points;
and Mark Beaufait, 81 points). The 199293 NMU season will be a rebuilding year.
Drake was named Defensive Player of
the Year in the WCHA.
"What we've lost is all of our offense,"
Comley said. "We certainly will not score
as much as we have in the J>$L"
The Wildcats led the WCHA in all
games in the following categories: goals

(238), goals per game (5.67). assists (371),

this year."
"We're trying to fill some holes we
have," Woog said. "We're going to
have a good mix of experience and
youth, but overall we're young.
We've got some good players at the
upper level so I think we'll have a fun
season."
Woog was not so quick to place his
team at the top of the list of
contenders for this year's WCHA
championship. Woog picks the
University of Wisconsin as the
pre.season favorite in the conference

See Minnesota/Page 3

Northern Michigan

Joe Frederi:k
JasonHelr
BrentRi~~ger
Corwin Saurdiff

After having the NCAA
Division I hockey championship
within its grasp last season,
discipline and maturity are the
keys to success for this year's
Wisconsin Badgers.
"We went way past our
expectations of last year," said
head coach Jeff Sauer. "No one
expected us to go as far as we

did.
Last season was a
satisfying one for me."
The Badgers shocked the
skates off the WCHA after
beating the odds and making the
NCAA Division 1 hockey
finais. They lost to Lake
Superior State 3-5 in the
championship
game
at
Knickerbocker Arena in Albany,
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"Badger scorer. He will be
returning this year, along with
Blaine Moore, Dan Plante,
Andrew Shier and Barry
Richter. Sauer said these players
display good leadership
qualities and are the "nucleus of
the team."
"We are a young team, but I
feel that we have great depth,"

NY.

Jason Zent was last year's top

LW
D

_ _____

Wisconsin
Badgers
s·u san A. Hundt

assists per game (8.83), scoring points
(609), scoring points per game (14.50),
power-play efficiency (27 .8) and
shorthanded goals (15).
Based on WCHA games only, Northern
Michigan led the conference in goals per
game (5.75), assis ts per game (9.06),
scoring points (474), scoring points per
game (14.81), power-play efficiency
(29.2), power play goals (59), shonhanded
goals (10) and first goals or a game (20).
One returning bright spot for ~he
Wildcats is sophomore goalie Corft'in
Saurdiff. Saurdiff ranked third in
goaltending in the WCHA and playeci 36
games for NMU. He posted a 23-tb-t
record in net with a goals-against aveikge
of3.55, and an .884 save percentage.
Saurdiff was named WCHA playiof
the week Dec. 17, 1991 artcr he ha 84
saves in helping Northern Michigan s ep
Minnesota.
The Wildcats emphasize yo uth (hi s
season. Jason Hehr, along with Saur4iff,
was named to the All-WCHA rookie team
last season. Hehr, a sophomb rc
defenseman, added 25 points ( eight g~ls,
17 assists) to offense-minded NMU. chr
is expected to become one of the WC A's
leaders. Comley also said that oel
Frederick (26 g., eight a.) will be ambng
the leaders for the Wildcats.
Comley expects his young team to Pilay
hard, but doesn't expect anot~cr
championship in the near future.
"We can be competitive, but we're npt a
threat to win the WCHA," he said. "Wfre
a young team with no proven veteu. 1
think we need a year to reload ur
program, and to be patient and let th·. gs
develop as the year goes on."
NMU was ranked No. 8 in th e f~nal
NCAA Division I Hockey Poll last yea(".

See Wisconsin/Page 5
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Minnesota-Duluth
Bulldogs
by Troy Young

L..-------------------.-.-.,-M-,d-dl-••-••-•-•V-p-ho-,o~.-~,-'r
0

Minnesota-Duluth battled to a fifth-place finish In the WCHA last year.

----------------------------,!

The University or MinnesotaDuluth's
1991-92
season
essentially ended before it even
began.
Chad Ericson, the Bulldogs
starting AH-American goalie,
signe.d with the New Jersey Devils,
making him ineligible for the 91-92
season. Ericson's signing left
Minnesota-Duluth's goaltending
crew without major game
experience.
"We lost our goalie to
professional hockey so we went
from an All-American to a
freshman, said Mike Senich, UMD
head hockey coach. Sertich was,
and not for the first time,
abandoned at the altar because of
the National Hockey League.
"It's very difficult," he said.
"You bring them along and
suddenly they've picked them
away from your basket"
Freshman Jerome Butler tende.d
goal for th e majority of UMD's
games and compiled a 9-11-2
record with a 4.16 goals-against
average and a save percentage of

.860.
The Bulldogs finished in fifth
place in the WCHA with a division
record of 14-16-2, 15-20-2 overall.
UMD's offensive lack of
production placed it in the bottom
half of the division in most
offensive categories. Did a fifthplace finish meet coach Sertich's
goals?
"Not completely," Senich said.
"I thought we could be a top-four
finisher in the WCHA."

..
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9
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D

27 36
8 14
9 11
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Sertich, who is returning 20
lettermen, wouJd like to see a surge
in offense for the 1992-93 se.ason.
"We ne.ed to find someone to score
goals," he said. "I don't really
single out players, but Derek Plante
could be among them."
Plante, a senior from Cloquet,
should bolster the Bulldog offense
this year. He was a member of last
season's All-WC HA second team
and led UMD with 63 points (27
goals, 36 assists) good for 10th
among the WCHA scoring leaders.
Right winger Doug Torrel also
should give the offense a boost.
Torrel finished 18th among WCHA
scoring leaders with 44 points ( 22
goals, 22 assists).
The Bulldog's defensive game
will miss leading defenseman Greg
Andrusak. Andrusak, a senior last
year, was named to the All-WCHA
first team. The British Colombia
native, like Ericson, signed with
the NHL and is with the Piusburgh
Penguins organization.
One NHL draftee will remain
with UMD this year. Sophom9re
standout Rusty Fitzgerald enters
his second season in college
hockey and is expected to see
increased playing time. The winger
finished the season with 20 points
(9 g, 11 a) but that will increase as
he se.es more ice time.
"We're hoping to improve on
last year and finish among the top
four in lhe WCHA, Senich said.
If the Bulldogs find a way to put
the puck into the net and receive an
improved season in net from
Butler, they might do just that

Minnesota fromPage2
rac e. Wisconsin has the
experience at the blue line, a
number of players back and
good dep<h, Woog said.
Woog pointed to his team's
overtime win against the
University or Minnesota-Duluth
as a turning point in the!r season.
"Dougie Zmolek scored a goal
in overtime and that was a big
one," Woog said. "The guys
jumped over and it was a
spontaneous reaction. That

showed the team cohesiveness
that we had."
The win was a turning point
for the team because of the its
poor beginning last season. The
Gophers lost five of their first
nine games last season.
"Somewhere along the line there
were some key wins," Woog
said. "l will remember the UMD
win because it showed our
emotion last year."

It's Caused More Dropouts Than Calculus,
Pre1aw And Organic Chemistry Combined.
Many academic problems are alcohol relared.
Use your head, .... moderation.
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Colorado College
Tigers
by Tom West

For the Colorado College hockey
team, being poised and on the brink

of stepping into the upper ranks of
the Western Collegiate Hockey
Association is an exciting
possibility.
A team that fell two games short

of playing .500 hockey and barely
missed the NCAA tournament, CC
is looking to challenge the league
elite.

The

Tigers

return

three

defensemen: Chris Hynnes, Kent

Fearns and Shawn Reid. "These
three guys will be our keys," said

Greg Cronin, CC assistant coach.
Colorado's weakness may be in its
forwards. Development of some of
the sophomores who contributed last
year will be a crucial part of the

teams'

success.

CC

needs

dramatically improved play there to

be competitive.
Cronin believed the goaltending
and ability to kill penalties would be

another area that CC would have to
improve on early this season.
He cited a pair of instances last
year where big games gave a
relatively young Tiger team the
confidence to compete in the
WCHA.
"Beating
Northern
Michigan at home in overtime gave

the kids confidence in their talent,"
Cronin said. The othe( crucial point
being a sweep over Wisconsin at
home.
CC looks to improve on last
season's fourth•place league finish
and has set its goals high. The Tigers
hope to make the NCAA tournament
and finish at the top of the WCHA.
CC has seen increasing fan
support and has seen that increase in
attendance. An average of 3,400 fans
packed into the Broadmo.or World
Arena last season, over 800 more per
game than the year before. "The
media has grabbed onto our recent
success," Cronin said. "Especially
when this is one of the first years we
are expected to be successful."
A distraction in the early season at
CC is the suspension of head coach
Brad Buetow. Cronin and the other
Colorado assistant coaches are trying
to keep practice business as usual.
"The situation obviously affects
the team," Cronin said. "Fortunately
Brad put a lot of faith in the
assistants. Brad brings a strong
presence to practice. We approach
practice with the same plan mentally.
"Coach Owens and I are running
things just like Brad would have,"
Cronin said. "H's just like we arc
managing the program for him in his
absence."

" The situation (head coach Brad Buetow's
suspension) obviously affects the team.
Fortunately Brad put a lot of faith in the
assistants. Brad brings a strong presence to
practice. We approach practice with the same
plan mentally. It's just like we are managing
the program for him in his absence. ' '
- Greg Croriin
Colorado College assistant coach

Colorado College

Chris Hynnes
Jody Jaraczewski
Kent Fearns

Paul Frank
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Wisconsin: Badgers looking to replace conference's MVP 1rompage2
" Hockey, or any Badger
sport, is an oasis in Madison.
Athletics are a big thing here,
and every Saturday when you
go downtown everyone is
wearing red and white in
support of the team.' ' '
-Jeff Sauer
Wisconsin head coach
Sauer said.
After losing WCHA most valuable player and Hobey
Baker finalist goalie Duane Derkson to graduation, they
have one senior goalie, and have added freshman goalie Jim
Carey. Carey came to the team rated highly.
Also lost to graduation is Doug Macdonald, who ended
the season with 29 points last year.
Getting fewer pena1ties this year will be im)X)rtaJlt if the
Badgers want to beat the Huskies. Scoring the winning
overtime goal against SCS with 59 seconds left was a big
turning )X)int for the team last year. Sauer said last year the
team didn't play with as must disclipline, that they let the
officials get to them. Wisconsin led the WCHA in most
penalty minutes per game with 29.97. Another area for
improvement is the defense.
"I usually don't worry about the scoring, that will come.
Defense is my main concern," he said
The Badgers have broad experience and seem comfortable
with the mixture of fresh talent and experience.
" Jf I had a game tonight, I would have one freshman out
of 20 guys dressed for play," Sauer said.
Sauer said he is concentrating on short tenn goals this
season, taking each weekend of play as it comes.
"Hoctey. or any Badger sport. is ~ oasis in Madison.
Athletics are a big thing here, and every Saturday when you
go downtown everyone is wearing red and white in support
of the "8in," he said.
Maco Balkovec scored the most goals in a game for the
Badgers last season as a dcfcnscman with three to his credit.
Derkson also played the most based on all games, with
2,063:55, and had the highest save pen;enlage of .894 during
the season.
Sauer said he is looking forward to playing SCS in their
first home stance. and hopes to win both games.

Paul MlddlestaedVphoto e<litor

Wisconsin finished secon:d In the NCAA playoffs last year after losing to Lake Superior Stat,e.
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Michigan Tech
Huskies
by Troy Young

When Bob Mancini was named the head
hockey coac h of Michigan Technological
University thi s past off-season, many expected
him to introduce the more physical Central
Collegiate Hockey Association to the faster-paced
Western Collegiate Hockey Association.
Not so.
Instead of overhauling the program, Mancini
plans to continue ex-coach Newell Brown's plans.
"(Brown and his staff) put the program back on
some solid foundation," Mancini said. •~we have a
very strong base to build from.
"I don't want to make a step backwards.
They've made some great strides and I just want
to step in and move forward," he said. 'Tm not
looking at this year as a transition year."
The Tech Huskies finishc.d sixth in the WCHA
last year, 14-17-1 in the conference, 15-22-1
overall. With offensive threats like winger Jim
Storm and center John Young, offense doesn't
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appear to be the problem. Defense is.
Michigan Tech yielded 456 points (1175 goals,
281 assits) in the 1991-92 season, an aVeragc or
4.6 goals a game, third-worst in the i WCHA.
Mancini would like to see a change.
" I think what you're going 10 see rrom my
team is a very strong disciplined llcfcnsef he said.
"Not that we're going to be a dcfcnsivb hockey
ieam.

"When we have the puck, we want tof ton the
attack. We want to get on the attack qui and we
want to let players like Jim Storm and Jo n Young
create. At the same time we're going to try to be
disciplined defensively."
Young, a senior, led the team offensively last
season with 60 points ( 19 goa ls, 41 assists)
Storm, a junior, fini shed two points be ind wi1h

:0

1:t;~o~ ~~:~::g a:!~~~~:hi;.e1:t~~s~~1~
on the ice.
See Techipage 15
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North Dakota
Fighting Sioux
by Jim Boyle
Despite being Gino Gasparinis's 15th
season as the head hockey coach of the
University of North Dakota Fighting
Sioux, the feelings about this season are
much like those he had in his first
season as head coach back in 1978.
"I feel like 1978 is starting all over
again ," Gasparini said. Nineteen

freshmen and sophomore skaters have a
feeling of newness on the ice in
Englestad Arena.

The Sioux lost six seniors last year,
including four of their top five scorer's.
However, the top scorer, Greg Johnson
(20 goats, 54 assists, 74 points), is.
Johnson, who's rights are owned by the
Philadelphia Flyers, decided that it
would would be in his best interest to
stay in school, Gasparini said.
"Greg is an except.ional man~and an
outstanding student," Gasparini said.
"He'll serve as a good example for the

young players."
While Gasparini has yet to decide
who Johnson will be paired with, he
said he's sure that his line will be the
one other teams key on. "The goal for
us is that other people will rise to a role
to support the threat of a Greg
Johnson," he said.

"Johnson will finish as the all-time
leading scorer in the history of this
program," Gasparini added. "That will
put him in some pretty select com pay."
According to Gasparini, UND's goal
is to finish in the top half of the
conference. Last year the Sioux finished
in a seventh-place tic with SCS with a
12-19-1 in the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association and a 17-21-1
record overall.
"We think we 're a little stronger than
we were a year ago in cetain areas and
in the most important areas, defense and
goaltending," Gasparini said. "We'd
like to believe the offense will take care
of itself."
"North Dakota certainly was a
reflection of a team who could score.
but it was certain1y not a reflection of a
team that could keep the puck out of the
net. Last year's team showed the result
of that."
This year the Sioux returns t wo
sophomore goalies. Todd Jones got the
most exerience of the two last year
playing in 30 games, going 12-14-1. He
finished with a 4.74 goals against
average .. Jeff Lembke played in IO
games, going in 3-3 with a 5.97 goals
against average.

Greg Jomson

Marty Sdlnner
Brad Bombardir
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" (Greg) Johnson will finish as the alltime leading scorer in the history of this
program. That will put him in some
pretty select company. "
-

Gino Gasparini

North Dakota head hockey coach

- ~ - ~ ~ ~Denver-c-•-..e=-=·
Pioneers
by Tom West
University of Denver coach Frank
Serratore knows that his team has a long
road ahead of it to gain the respect of the
rest of the league.
But Serratore also knows the experience
of his seniors and the return of key players
who were hobbled last season by injuries
will make the climb from the WCHA cellar
easier than anticipated.
"We endured a lot of injuries to veterans,"
Serratore said. "We had a large fresh~an
class that got a tot of experience and they
displayed a great work ethic and attitude."
A pair of players coming off injuries that
will be key for the Pioneers are Corey
Carlson and Ryan O'Leary. The presence of
senior Bryan Schoen in the goal again will
be important for Denver this year, Serratore
said.
Overlooking Denver would be a mistake
for other WCHA teams, as Minnesota and
Wisconsin found out last season. Denver
beat Minnesota at Mariuci Arena in
overtime .on the night the Gophers could
have wrapped up the WCHA title. "When
we upset Minnesota in overtime it was a big
game for us," Serratore said.
While Serratore said he sees the strength
of his team in his seniors' experience, his
younger players might have to improve to
give the team the right balance and depth.
"All of our freshmen we had last year are
sophmores now," Serratore said. "We have
to improve in every area. The attrition of the
young players is important, we have 15
freshmen and sophmores."

The Pioneers are setting realistic goals for
Denver has found its program is gaining
the season. "We have ultimate goals of suppport and fan appeal. "We have been
playing over .500 and finishing in the top able to fill our buildin g to 80 percent
five," Serratore said. "Wd arc coming from ' capacity recently," Serratore said.
last place this season."

I
I

" We endured a lot of injuries to veterans.
We had a large freshman class that got a lot
of experience and they displayed a great
work ethic and attitude. "
-
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Frank Serratore

Denver head hockey coach
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~HUSKIES
New prospects, healthy crew ingredients for success
suffered almost every imaginable injury
last year, from broken jaws to separated

by SUsan A. Hundt
SCS head hockey coach Craig Dahl
hopes that last year's string of bad luck
and injuries does not come back to haunt
the team this season.

SCS entered the WCHA playoffs last

season with only 17 healthy players. Dahl
lost three of his top defensmen early in the
season. Defensman Bret Hedican opted

for the Olympic team, and is currently
with the St. Louis Blues. Tony Burns
signed on as a defonsman for the Detroit
Red Wings, and Gino Santerre suffered a
knee injury.

St. Cloud State

shoulders. This year Dahl will probably be

depending on his fairly young team of
nin e freshmen and 11 sophomores to
follow through on goals.
Considering the young team, Dahl said

he is excited about their potential.
Some promising freshmen a re Dan
Rieman who played for Des Moines or the
United States Hockey League and Anoka
High School; Bill Lund, who was th e
leading scorer for the St Paul Vulcans or
the USHL and originally from Roseau;

In addition, the SCS hockey team

Tony Gruba
Fred Knipscheer
Sandy Gasseau

. ..

RW
LW
RW

22
17
16

37 1.00
32 .97
31 .86

'

Grant Sjerven

24

See SCS/Page 9

Totally free checking

37 15
33 15
36 15

9 11

90 4.07

.850

On the homefront
Harrington, Huskies trying
pick team on Minnesota
hockey harvest, tradition
by Tom West

After a rough go
around with circumstance last year,
Craig Dahl and the
St. Cloud State
Huskies are hoping
preseason practices
improve their luck
in the 1992-93
Western Collegiate
Hockey Association
campaign.
The
Huskies finished in
a fifth-place tie in
1990-91,
their
WCHA debut and
in a seventh-place
tie last year. SCS
opens the season at
Wisconsin October
23. The Huskies'
home-opening
series is October 30
against the Denver
University Pioneers.

Photos by Shane Opatz/assistant photo editor

Keeping a Division I hockey
program at the top is a multifaceted task.
One of the most important
facets is recruiting quality
players to keep the level or
talent at a constant or increasing
level.
There are two separate
signing periods Division I teams
can use - one in November and
one in April. "That works out
well ," said Craig Dahl, SCS
head hockey coach. ''The first
signing we can use for players
who
have
established

themselves and the second
signing for players who are late
bloomers."
There has been a considerable
boost in recruiting at SCS in the
past rew years for a couple or
reasons, Dahl said. "When we
first started here we had to take
what we could get really," he
said. A number or the veteran
SCS players were transfer
players or junior players.
"You look at the players now
and we have things to offer,"
Dahl said. "We have the
beautiful rink and being in t~

See Recrults/Pag'l 10

Funding bigtime team
requires bulky bucks
by Tim Yotter

in 1990, but the cost 'per
participant has dropped rdom

Following a trend of most
other businesses these days, the
cost -or running a men's
collegiate hockey team is rising.
SCS, which turned NCAA
Division I in hockey in 1987 and
joined the WCHA in 1990, is no
exception.
The growing number of
participants, which includes
redshirt freshmen, certainly has
contributed to a rapid increase in
fonding the Huskies' Division I

$12.679 to $11.021.

program.
In the 1989-90 season, SCS
spent $367,680 on its hockey
program. During the 1990-91
season, the Huskies spent
$528,<XX> on the team.
The number of participants
has grown from 29 in 1988 to 48

The figures may sim
startling, but scs· Divisio II
basketball team needed $16, 91
per panicipam in 1990.
The hockey team gener!ed
$401,058 in ticket sales in 1 90,
almost three times more th it
made in 1989.
The hockey team does lead all
athletics in money spen t~n
travel - $83,117 in 1990 91,
but the Huskies came away ith
a $3,325 surplus that fiscal y .
The team receives $115, 95
from th e sta te legislat~re
through the maintenance 8.nd
equipment accounL
All the numbers add up to big
money for a big sport in Central
Minnesota.

8
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Gopher game targets athletic pocketbook
"One, we have a tremendous amount
of alumni in the cities. Two was spring

by Dan Nienaber

The SCS Husky hockey team, with
help from the Minneapolis Target
Center, is turning one University of

financial."
Dana Warg, Target Center executive

Minnesota game into a golden
opportunity.
The Huskies will be taking their home

director, said the SCS athletic
department wil l make $75,000 for

ice advantage to the Target Center for
their last game of the season, scheduled
for March 7, against the Uof M Golden

Gophers.
Morris Kurtz, SCS athletic director,
said he agreed to move the Husky home

game for three reasons.

will help the situation."
The Target Center wasn't the only
Twin Cities venu e considered. "We
talked about the Met Center, but thought
we'd like our own identity," he said.
''The Gophers play Wisconsin there."
Whether or not students on spring
break and SCS alumni, who live in the
Minneapolis area, will iake advantage of
the Husky's temporary location remains
to be seen. Kurtz is optim istic.
"We hope the students will show up in
force," he said. "It could be a perfect
scenario, depending on our standings."
Arrangements also arc being made for

break," he said. "The third reason is

moving their home game and possibly
another $25,000 for ticket sales. "Plus,
there's sponsorship opportunities," he

said.
That was good news for a financially
strapped athletic department.
"We were looking at possibly cutting
three sports this year," Kurtz said. "This

Home of the Huskies

~uJb~~~~~~~~~ the~~~s~b~~~~

Completed in 1989, the National Hockey Center houses the Husky hockey

'i:(m~:u~~·iii 1~~.3b~~V~5ittre~~~Y~).1t'ie°r:rsrrf~;s~~:~:i:~

St. Cloud residents who want to make
the 70-mi le trip.
"We're work ing with the Center Ice
Club and loca l restaurants and hotels
who want to provide bus trips," he said.
The Target CenlCr can onl)'...1N!p, not
hinder, fan suppon, Warg said.
"l th ink it will be a very strong game.
If we don't sell out, it will be close," he
said. "The newness of ~ockey in the
Target Center will add to the pleasure
for SCS hockey fan s."
No matter how successful this venture
is, there will not be a sequel, Kurtz said.

of
seating for 6,000 people. The practice ice area can hold several hundred
people. Two zambonis maintain and groom the ice. Two scoreboards on
the east and west ends contain four-colored message centers. The facility
is also used for hosting several other sports at different levels.

~~veral
pipes, it melts snow reclaimed by the
zambonis. It preheats the showers in the
eleven locker rooms and runs 18 inches
under the ice sheets for sub-floor heating.
The sub-floor heating is meant to protect
the foundat ion and surrounding earth from
permafrost, which could reach down to
twelve feet in the course of one season.

The lower level holds an assortment
of rooms including eleven locker
rooms, a fully-equipped training
room, a fitness center, classrooms,
office space and concession stands.

Unlww.lty Chronicle graphic/Tom Sorensen
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Featuring lop-of-the-line Gold Series
Sunilash Wolff System beds.
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The Buffalo Youth Hockey Association is
looking for dedicated, volunteer coaches at the

S~ulr,t•!!'~~d J:!an~ leyel,!I (A. .B!, B~.:
Coaches selectton ts October 24, but others may be
needed

after that
..............................................
Call or Write:
BYHA
P.O. Box 184
Buffalo, Minn. 55313

Steve
Stein
(612) 682-3755

Steve
Heyeodahl
(612) 477-4438
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Managing easier at new arena

SC$

from Page 7

another former Vulcan Chris Markstrom who played for
Bloomington-Kenne.dy in his high school career; and defensman
Taj Melson, who played on the U.S. Select 16 and 17 teams,
which comprise 20ofthe best 16- or 17- year-olds in the nation.
''This is the youngest and quickest team I have ever had,"
Dahf said.
Dahl said he is fortunate to have had two excellent recruiting
classes back to back.
''This is a group of guys that are eager to learn. They haven't
had a chance to develop any bad habits, and the future looks
bright," Dahl said.
Providing leadership this year will be captain St. Cloud native
Dan O'She.a with alternate captains Fred Knipscheer and Greg
Hagen. Defensman Steve Ross is also expected to have a big

season.

Shane Opatz/assistant photo· editor

SCS equipment manager Mark MIiier ke~ps occupied with a variety of tasks.
by Tom West
For mild-mannered Mark
Miller, being behind the scenes
is great.
Miller, 26, keeps the SCS
Huskies equipped on the ice and
prepared in the locker room as
the hockey equipment manager,
a job he has held for six years.
He graduated from SCS with a
B.S. in biology.
Miller stepped into his job six
autumns ago - almost by

accident. As an SCS student at
SCS, Miiler wanted to get
involved in teaching and
coaching hockey. He felt a good
way to get involved would be to
work for the Huskies' hockey
program . Miller was hired as a
student manager under thencoach Herb Brooks.
Two years later, when the
program turned Division I, there
wa s a need for a full time
equipment manager who would
ha ndl e a ll aspec ts of the

equipment preparation, ordering,
maintenence and inventory.
Millerwastheman.
In those early days the
National Hockey Center was
still in the planning stages and
SCS' home ice was at the
Municipal Sports Center on the
northwest side of St Cloud. 1be
situati6n was not convenient.
"Back then it was nothing to
drive back and forth five or six

See MIiier/Page 10

BEYOND IMAGINATION

Dr. Jim Wand
whose presentations and stage demonstrations are
hilariously entertaining and informative. Don't miss
your chance to see and participate in this totally unique
and side-splitting adventure.

The forward positions will benefit from returning performers
from last year. Returning is sophomore wing Sandy Gasseau,
who was named to the AII-WCHA freshman team and
established himself by scoring the most assists (four) and most
points (six) in a game, both against the University of Western
Ontario.
This could be the year for junior Brett Lievers, who was
sidelined for the majority of last season with injuries. Lievers
was fifth in scoring as a freshman.
Other returning forwards are seniors Noel Rahn, Knipscheer,
Hagen, O'Shea and junior Tony Gruba. Gruba, Knipscheer and
Gasseau are the rewming top scorers from last season.
Steve Ross, defensive scoring leader from last year, is the
only upperclassman defensman on the team. Sophomores Jay
Ross and Kelly Hultgren provide solid defense with the
ncwcoming freshman.
Dahl said he hopes to see improvement is goaltending.
"I am confident in our players to be able to do a good job in
goaltending. We need at least an 89 percent save average to
finish in the top 10," said Dahl.
Redshirt freshman goalie Mike Beaton (Fargo, N.D.) and
freshman Neil Cooper (Fort Francis, Ont) will join junior
netminder Dave Stonethis year. Stone played in 10 games last
year and posted a 3.77 goals against average.
SCS lost graduating goalie Grant Sjervin after he posted an
excellent end to the season last year.
Dahl said his goal for this year is to "be in St Paul for the
WCHA finals."
"We were 55 seconds away from that last year," he said. "It
was hard to go into the locker room after that loss," Dahl said
about the fluke overtime goal that put Wisconsin ahead 4-3 in
game three of the WCHA playoff series.
The Huskies had a 14-21-2 overall record last season.

Pitcher and 1zza
Night
6 p.m. - midnight

Free plzza with a pUchcr
(also Top Shelf Nigh l)

uench our
Thirst Thursday"
Try it, you'll like it!
Every Thursday

Halenbeck Hall
St. Cloud State University
October 24, 1992
8:00 p.m.
Tickets are on sale for $5.00 at Atwood Center, October 19-23
Sponso1ed by AMA

~

19 No. Colkr Aoe .• St. J -ph. MN 5637<4

363-7747
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Alaska-Anchorage joins
WCHA for playoff battles
Susan A. Hundt
Five years ago SCS went
through the arduous task of
requesting admission before
ga ining acceptance into the
Western Collegiate Hockey
Association in 1989. This year,
the WCHA welcomes AlaskaAnchorage to the conference
playoffs.
Tim McDiffett, interim
athletic director of Anchorage,
said that gaining acceprance into
the WCHA has been a goal for
some time. McDiffett said they
had applied to the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
and WCHA before but
weretumed down.
"We started the process again
last year, and timing was key for
us," McDiffett said.
McDiffett said sched uling
difficulty and the dwindling
number of independant schools
(about five or six re main)
prompted the reques t to enter
th e WCHA. Also, McDiffett
said he felt that the program had

"We feel this decision to join
the WCHA is better for hotkey
and shows a lot of foresight in
hockey."
-Tim McDilfett
Alaska-Anchorage interim athlectic director
attain ed the level as being a
viable member of the WCHA.
McDiffett said that fo rm er
athletic director Ron Petro was
instrumental in Anchorage's
acceptance into the WCHA. The
Seawolves will be seeded No.
10 in the postseason playoffs.
"We feel this decision to join
the WCHA is better for hockey
and shows a lot of foresight in
hockey," McDiffett said.
Many wo uld think th a t it
would be terribly inconvenien t
for an Alaska team to travel
three to four time zones ju st to
play two games and then go

SCS schedule
Oct.
Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

March

23-24
at Wisconsin
30-3 1
vs Denver
6-7
Open
13-14
vs Minn.-Duluth
20-21
VS N. Michigan
27-28
at North Dakota
4-5 at Colorado College
11 -12
VS Michigan Tech
18-19
at Minnesota
26-27
Off
1-2
Off
at Denver
8·9
15-16 vs Colorado College
22-23
at Michigan Tech
29-30
vs Wisconsin
5-6
at N. Michigan
12-13
vs Mankato State
19-20
VS North Dakota
26-27
at Minn.-Duluth
5-6 vs Minnesota/at UM

March 12-13 WCHA first round
March 19-20 WCHA Championship
March 26-27 NCAA Quarterfinals
NCAA Championship
April 1-3

Miller:

home again. McDiffcu stressed
that the travel is not ;s bad as
some would think.
"Our kids are u sed to
traveling. It is a three hour fli gh t
to Seattle and then three hours
to Minneapolis. Flyi~ for six
hours is differen t fr~m a sixhour bus ride," McDi fett said.
"To see different pa .ts of the
country is a good educationa l
and cultural experience/'
SCS has been c ult~red into
the ways of th e WC,HA, but
now its time for Anchorage to
find its way through the next
couple of years.

WCHA now. Before, we had
none of that." Recruiting has
been busy. Six prospects already
have been in for visits, Dahl
said.
Dahl has several areas that he
can use to woo pro spec tive
recruits to SCS. "We can offer
them a medium-sized school
that 's not too big and not too
small, great busin ess and
education programs, overall
good academics and a face-toface contact with profesors,"
Dahl said. "We also have the
facility and league to offer as far
as the program goes."
Parents of prospective players
also like seei ng that SCS had
the second-most players on the
all-academic WCHA team for
the second consecutive year.
"That s hows we have quality
kids who are getting it done in
the classroom too," Dahl said.
For Dahl, the future is bright
"We have nine freshmen and 11
sophomores," he said . "We' re
really excited about the future of
the program. We have been able'
to recruit a higher cal iber athlete
and beat some of the o th e r
colleges to the good players."
The bulk of SCS recruiting is
focused in Minnesora, either in
high schools or the U.S. Junior
League, based in Minnesota and
Iowa. There is stiff competition
on the in -s tate recru itin g
grounds. Th e University o f
Minnesota, famous for its
recruitment of only in-state
players, is a thorn in the side of
SCS recruiting.
"We both rec ruit the hi g h
school league pretty hard," said
John Harrington, SCS assistant
coach. "They have a certain
tradition to compete with . We
have gone head-to- head with
them a few times and won
(recruiting) a few times, but not
as many as have gone the other
way."

Craig Dahl
scs head coach
'Recruiti ng is a two-ijart
process, Harrington said.
of it is observing
nd
recogn iz in g talent, " hes id.
"And part of it is pu~lic
relations, selling the playe~ on
what our sc hool and program
has to offer."
The coaches go out recruiting
with specific goals in mi nd . '!We
often arc looking to fill a ha lf in
the line- up," Harrington said.
"We have some ideals in mind.
We look for the player who
sticks
out
among
~he
competition, then we loaf at
their background, th eir wprk
habits,
persona l ity
and
academics."
SCS has a problem in offering
their recru its scholarships, ~ut
the coaches have been working
on it. In years past SCS 3/as
able to offer 20 full scholarships
to players, but by next year that
number will be cut to 18. Those
scholarships are d ivided
between the players on th e
team.
Since the roster should be at
28-30 players to offer the team
the necessary depth, the amount
that can be offered each player
will be less. They t.ry to break
up th e awa rds as even l y as
possible, Harrington said.

NHC location saving time for manager

times a day," Miller said.
With the bui lding of th e NHC,
Millers' job got considerably more
convenient. "I have everything I need
right here," Miller said . "All of the
laundry, repair and inventory arc done in
this building. It's easily the best facility
in the WCHA."
Miller's job is a busy one. He is in
charge of ordering all of the equipment
for the team and maintaining it
throughout the year, which for a hockey
team is a lot of equipment. All of the
orders are bid out to differe nt
companies.
Miller puts in well over 40 hours a
week during the season. On a typical
game weekend, Miller wi ll be in his
office by 8 a.m. and won't leave 1hc
NHC until nearly I a.m. "The days arc
long right now," Miller said. "I don' t
really think about it though, I just stay
however long it takes." In his first year
as manager. it wasn 't unusual to put in
80 hours a week p lus a full load of
classes. Miller has seen every period of
SCS hockey for six years.
Miller has a few assistants under him

but doesn't take to authority wclL "I
have a hard time telling people what to
do,:' Miller said. "I feel bad telling
someone to do some thing and then
sitting back and doing nothing. Doing it
all by yourself gives you a feeling of
accomplishment, knowing you're
getting something done"that matters."
The time Miller spends with the team
makes him feel a part of the players'
emotions in wins and losses. "I'm really
happy when we win," Miller said. "But
it's hard to figure out how to handle the
losing; I feel like a part of it."
Miller ha s been able to develop
friendships with the players and coaches
over the years that add to the comfort of
his job. Meeting the players and a lot of
different people is one of the best parts
of the job, Miller said.
"I could probably count on one hand
the number of players I haven't gotten
along with over the years," Miller said.
"I feel like I'm in between the sraff and
the team. I think some of the guys find it
easier to talk to me about problems than
the coaches in some insrances."
As Miller sat back in his office, a wall

"Ian

1
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rack full of red and black Chri ian
hockey sticks standing at a tten ·on
behind him, his mood was content. ore
than content though really, he as
genuinely happy.
"I enjoy the job," Miller said. 'JI'll
keep do ing it as long as I enjoy it and
can afford it. I'm not a big ci ty gJ;r, I
like it here and the security of the j<f is
good." His asp irations of being in) the
National Hockey League are unccrtaip" If Her b (Brooks) were to ~a ll
tomorrow and offer me a job in cw
Jersey, I wou ld have to think about it,"
M ill er sa id . "T he hect ic travclfog
wouldn't be good and there aren't rny
promi ses about job security, but that's
the nature of the NHL."
If Miller were to name his ideal j9b it
would be to work for the Olympic teµ.m.
"I would do it in a minute," he said.
Millers ded ication doesn't go
unnoticed. "Mark takes great pridf in
getting things right," said Craig Dilhl,
SCS head coach. "He is a great ass~ to
the team and a well- liked guy."
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Year on ice

1992-93 WCHA Schedule
SCS Huskies vs.
cc

12/4-5 at CC
10/30-31 at SCS
12/11-12 at SCS
12/18-19 at UM
11 /13-14 at SCS
11 /27-28 at UND
11 /20-2 1 at SCS
10/23-24 at WI S

DU
MTU
UM
UMD
UND
NMU

WIS

1/15-16 at SCS
1/29-30 at SCS
1/22-23 at MTU
3/5-6 at UM
2/26-27 at UMD
2/19-20 at SCS
2/5-6 at NMU
1/29-30 at SCS

UND Fighting Sioux vs.
cc

NMU

12/18- 19 at UND
11/ 13-14 a1 DU
10/30-31 at U NO
10/23-24 at UM
11/6·7 at UMD
11 127-28 a1 UND
12/11·12 a1 UN D

WIS

12/4-SatWIS

DU
MTU
UM
UMD

scs

UM Gophers vs .
cc
DU

MTU

scs

UMD
UND
NMU
WIS

2/5-6 at UM
2/19-20 at UM
1/29-30 at MTU
3/5-6 h•h
1/22-23 UMD
2/12-13 at UND
1/15-16 at UM
2/26-27 at W IS

10/30-31 at CC
11 /20-21 at DU
11 /27-28 at UM
12/18-19 h-h
1/8·9at UM
10/23-24 at UM
11/6-7 at NM U
11/13-1 4 at UM

NMU Wildcats vs.

WIS Badgers vs.
cc

DU
MTU
UM
UMD
UND

NMU
scs

1/22-23 at CC
2/5-6 at UND
2/26-27 at MTU
2/12-13 at UNO
1/29-30 at UNO
2/19-20 at SCS
1/8·9 at NMU
1/15-16 at UNO

11 /20-21 at W IS
12/11 -12 a1 DU
11 /6-7 a1 MTU
11/13-14 at UM
11/27-28 at UMD
12/4·5 a1 WI S
10/30·3 1 at W IS
10/23-24 at W IS

2/19·20
1/22-23
3/5·6 at
2126-27

cc

at CC
a1 SCS
WIS
a1 W IS

DU

MTU
UM
UMD
UND

2/5-Sat WIS
1/15-16 at UNO
2/12-13 at NMU
1/29-30 at SCS

scs
WIS

11/27-28 at NMU
12/4·5 at NMU
11 / 13-14 h-h
11/6-7 at NMU
12/1 8-19 at UMD
12/11-12 a1 UN D
11120-21 a1 SCS
10/30-31 a1 WIS

1/29-30 at CC
2/26-27 at DU
2/19·20 h·h
1/15-16 at UM
3/5·6 at NMU
1/8·9 at NMU
2/5·6 a1 NMU
2/12·13 at NMU

CC Tigers vs.
DU
MTU
UM
UMD
UNO
NMU

11/6-7 at DU
10/23-24 at MTU
10/30-3 1 at CC
12/ 11·12a1CC
12/18-19 at UND
11127-28 a1 NMU
11 /20-2 1 at W IS
12/4·5 at CC

WIS

scs

315·6 al
1/8-9 at
2/5-6at
2/ 12-13

DU
CC
UM
at UMD

1/22-23 al CC

DU Pioneers vs .

1/29-30 at CC
2/19-20 at CC
1/15-16 at SCS

cc
scs

0

-----·

MTU
UM
UMD
UND
NMU

WIS

11 /6-7 h-h
10/30-31 a1 scs
12/lS..19 at MTU
11 /20-21 at DU
10/23-24 a1 DU
11 /13-14 at DU
12/4-5 at NMU
12/11-12 at DU

3/5-6 h-h
1/8·9 a1 DU
2/12- 13 at DU
2/19-20 a1 UM
1/15-16 at UMD
2/5-6 at UND
2/26-27 at DU
1/22·23-at WIS

0

0

••

i .

tfo

"go

o c~,991

"co

MTU Huskies vs .
cc
DU
scs

UM
UMD
UNO
NMU
WIS

10/23-24 al MTU
12/18-29 at MTU
12/11 ·12 a1 SCS
11 /27-28 a1 UM
11/20-21 a1 UMD
10/30-31 at UND
11 / 13- 14 h-h
11 /6-7 at MTU

UMD Bulldogs vs .
1/18-9 at CC
2/12-13 at DU
1/22-23 at DU
1/29-30 at MTU
12/4-5 at MTU
2/26-27 at MTU
2/19-20 h-h
3/5·6 at WIS

cc

DU
MTU
UM

scs

UNO
NMU
WIS

12/11·12 at CC
10/23-24 at DU
11 120-21 at MTU
1/8·9 at UM
11/13·14 at SCS
11 /6-7 at UMD
12/18-1 9 at UMD
11 /27-28 at UMD

2/12-13 at UMD
1/15-16 at UMD
12/4-5 at MTU
1/22·23 at UMD
2/26-27 al UMD
1/29-30 at UNO
3/5-6at NMU
2/5-6atWIS
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WCHA, far and away,
most successful
conference in nation
MADISON (Wis.) - The University
or Wisconsin, carrying on the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association's 40-year
tradition or excellence, came within a
whisker or winning its sixth national
championship crown since 1973. But the
Badgers were dealt a 5-3 setback by
Lake Superior State in the 1992 NCAA
Championship game Saturday, April 4 at
Knickerbocker Arena in Albany, N. Y.,
thus earning the association a nother
second-place finish.
Arter skating past the University or
Mic higan 4-2 in the semi-finals on
Thursday, April 2, the Badgers advanced
to their seventh national tit1e game meeting Lake Superior State Saturday.
The underdog Badgers led 2-0 midway
through the second period, but were then
assessed nine or the next 12 penalties
and fell behind 3-2 at4:16 of the third. A
tying goal by Jason Zent at 8:24 - his
third or the game - a nd the' Stell ar
goaltending or Duane Derksen kept the
tired Badgers alive, but the Lakers came
back with the ame-wiMer at 15:08 and

an empty ne tter a t 19:58 to seal the
victory.
The Badgers, along with 1992 WCHA
Champion University or Minnesota and
1992 WCHA Playoff Champion
Northern Michigan Universi ty, carried
the pride or the nine-member association
to the national championship
tournament. In NCAA West Regional
results at Detroit. Minnesota lost to Lake
Superior State, while 1990-91 NCAA
and WCHA C hampion Northern
Michigan came within one goal of a
second straight trip to college hockey's
final four after defeating Clarkson and
losing on a late goal to Michigan.
More than 40 years of history since
1952, th e WCHA has claimed an
amazing 29 national championships and
24 runner-up finishes. The WCHA has
also had at least one member team in
every NCAA final four since 1952.
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Get Drunk, And You Might Try This
With Someone's Head.
A high percentage of violent behavior
and campus ',,Qndolism is alcohol related.
UNModenltionondSklyCool.

Reprinted from WCHA 1991·92
Year In Review.

Feed your mind.

G

LUCK
HUSKIES!
- 'Ifie 'University ClironicCe Staff-

Get to know what's
going on in St. Cloud.

Read University Chronicle.

scs
University
Bookstore

STORE HOURS
Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Saturday 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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The SCS Huskies enter their third year In the WCHA with a clean slate.
The team started on-Ice practice October 12 under sixth-year head coach

Craig Dahl, who led the Huskies to a 14-21·2 record In th e 1991 •92
season. SCS opens the season October 23 at Wisconsin.

We'll show you what the outdoors is rea1ly abou t - backpacking, canoeing, and clean air.

AMERI CAN

-
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LUNG ASSOCIATION of Minn esota

-

toll free within MN)
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Toqay, people with HIV
are doµJg $0111etrung most
of us didn't think possible.

Advertise in the
Chronicle!
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It's Easy To Ignore Stopsigns
When You're Drunk.
A high percentage of dote ropes oo campus are alcohol relaled.
Use Moderation And Know When To Slop.
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St. Cloud State Roster
No.

1
2
3
4
6
7

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

,~-

Name

Pos.
G

Dave Stone
Steve Ross
P.J. Lepler
BIii Lund
Kelly Hullgren
Fred Knlpscheer
Dan O'Shea
Eric Johnson
Jay Moser
Kelly Rieder
Tony Gruber
Jeff Schmidt
Marc Gagnon
Greg Hagen
Dan Reimann

Year
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Fr.

D
D
F
D
F
F
F
D
F
F
F
F
F
D

No.

18
19
20

21
22
23
25
26
27

28
29
30
33
35
44

Name
Brett Llevers
Dave Hoium
Noel Rahn
Chris Markstrom
Taj Melson
Chris Ramberg
Cory Fairchild
Jay Gelsbauer
Gino Santerre
Randy Best
Mike Beaton
Nell Cooper
Lon Hovland
Grant Sjerven
Sandy Gasseau

Pos.
F
F
F
F
D
F
F
F
D
D
G
G
D
G
F

Year
Jr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Fr.

s.

So.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
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8 · 5th Ave. N.

*Free Shuttle Bus!

St. Cloud, MN

•Dinner specials!
Just how ugly are our bartenders?
Well, come in and see for yourself!
930 9th Ave. South St. Cloud, Minn.
Phone# 253-9161
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Tech: New coach, goaltender requires a mix of the old and new from Page 5
"Unless something major happens, l don'l sec us splilting up John
Young or Jim SlOrm," Mancini said.
Combining veleran lalenl wilh some o f lhC younger playerf is
something Mancini plans lO do in lhe com ing season. Three freshmen
who could have an impact on the learn are cenler Pal Mikesch, forward
Mike Figliomeni and defcnseman Jason WrighL
"I don't expect a lot from my freshmen," Mancini said. "What I want
to do is develop them as quickly as possible, put them on the fire, get
them into game situat.ion, and move them along in their freshman year
as quickly as possible."
Goaltending could be a question mark for Michigan Tech this season.
All-WCHA honorabl e mention goa li e Geoff Sarjeant won't be
patrolling the net this season. Sargeanl was 7-13·0 last year for Tech
and played almost 70 pcrcenl of the games.
Junior Jamie Ram and sophomore Scott Veuraino will share the
goaltending duties fo r lhe 1992-93 season.
Like most new coaches, Mancini is excited and expcclS success! for
the Huskies this season.
"These are very eager, anxious, excited hockey players here,,; he
said. 'They knew there was going to be a change and they 've accepted
it very well."
Paul Mlddlestaodtlphoto editor

" I don't expect a lot from my
freshmen . What I want to do is
develop them as quickly as
possible, put them on the fire, get
them into game situation, and
move them along in their
freshman year as quickly as
possible. "

The MlchlganTech Huskies finished sixth In the WCHA last year.
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LW
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39
39
39

22

8

19 41 60
25 33 58
11 9 20
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1.54
1.49
.51

-Bob Mancini

82 4.43 .874

Michigan Tech head hockey coach
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GOAL FOR IT!
Shop Coborn·s 5th Avenue & score
Big savings Everyday, 24 Hours ADay!
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video store located
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